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ABSTRACT: An online-browsing support system for research papers has been developed that extracts technical terms from
a paper and presents links to useful pages such as those explaining the terms. A method to further use the extracted technical
terms is proposed to recommend papers to a user that are related to the paper he or she is browsing. Specifically, the proposed
method generates a bipartite graph consisting of papers retrieved by the extracted technical terms, which are called related
papers, and technical terms appearing in these related papers. It then ranks the related papers using the HITS algorithm for
analyzing the bipartite graph and recommends top-ranked papers to the user. The proposed method was compared with other
recommendation methods in terms of effectiveness in an experiment.
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1. Introduction

In the early days, digital libraries (DL) were constructed by scanning published books and papers and extracting machinereadable
text using document image analysis technology such as optical character recognition (OCR) and document image analysis [1].
Such technology made it possible for old books and papers to be accessed via the Internet in the same way as the latest papers.
Current DLs also constitute a kind of global library on the Internet. Although they are accessible on the Web, they still remain
a digital version of traditional libraries. The Web contains a variety of information that can be used for various purposes. By
linking them, books and papers can provide information in more effective ways. For example, research papers contain many
unfamiliar technical terms to novice researchers, undergraduate students, and people whose expertise differs from the domain
of interest. It is, however, not efficient for them to use a dictionary or search the Web every time they encounter unfamiliar terms.
Therefore, we proposed enhancing research papers of DLs with the other resources, i.e., the Web [2], and implemented a
prototype online-browsing support system for research papers. Specifically, the proposed system searches the Web for
explanatory Web pages of the unfamiliar terms and provides links to the explanatory pages.

This paper proposes further using the extracted technical terms to recommend research papers to a user that are related to the
paper he or she is browsing. We use XML files of research papers with OCR markups to find technical terms because OCRed text
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can be cheaply obtained from the scanned research  papers in our DL. We first collect research papers related to the extracted
technical terms by searching the DL and extract technical terms again from the collected research papers. Then, we generate a
bipartite graph by assuming links from the collected papers to the technical terms appearing in them. We apply the HITS
algorithm [3] for analyzing the bipartite graph to rank and recommend related papers.

In the related research literature collected using a browsed paper in this way, technical terms frequently appearing in them are
considered important. Hence, papers written with a lot of such important technical terms are considered relevant to the browsed
paper. In analysis of the proposed bipartite graph by HITS, we can consider relevant papers and important technical terms to
correspond to hubs and authorities, respectively. It is, therefore, possible to recommend the most relevant papers by applying
HITS to the bipartite graph and by selecting papers with the highest hub scores. As far as we know, the effectiveness of
applying HITS to research paper recommendation in such a mode has not yet been examined.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly reviews the related work on research paper recommendation
and the HITS algorithm. Section III introduces our paper recommendation method, and section IV gives experimental results to
evaluate its performance. Section V summarizes the paper and mentions future work.

2. Related Work

2.1 Recommendation of Research Papers
Sugiyama et al. proposed scholarly paper recommendation using a user’s latent research interests that exist in their publication
list [4]. They used not only a researcher’s past publications but also their neighboring papers such as citation and reference
papers as context to build their research profiles. By experimentation, they verified the effectiveness of their approach for two
classes of researchers: junior researchers who had only one recently published paper and senior researchers who had multiple
past publications.

Ekstrand et al. presented and empirically tested a large collection of recommender algorithms for the task of generating an
introductory reading list for a new researcher [5].

For user-based evaluation, they gave the recommender system a query set of five-to-ten research papers collected using a
search tool and received a reading list consisting of five papers that were relevant to the query and important within the research
literature. They augmented existing collaborative and content-based filtering algorithms with measures of the importance of a
paper within the literature. They measured a node’s importance in the citation graph using common algorithms, such as HITS [3]
and PageRank [6]. They reported that collaborative filtering that used citation information generated such reading lists well.

Our proposed method, however, uses neither user profiles nor citation information, which differentiates it from the above work.

In addition, Song et al. proposed a learning framework for tag recommendation for scientific and Web documents [7]. They
defined tagged training documents as triplets (words, docs, tags), and represented them in two bipartite graphs, which were
partitioned into clusters. Tags in each topical cluster were ranked by their ranking algorithm. Their experiments on large-scale
tagging datasets of research papers indicated that their framework effectively recommended tags in one second on average.

2.2 HITS Algorithm
HITS proposed by Kleinberg [3] is a major ranking algorithm for Web search results, which is often compared to another major
one, PageRank, proposed by Page et al. [6]. HITS is also applied to finding communities on the Web. HITS discovers authority
and hub nodes by analyzing links among them on the basis of the notion that the relationship a node has with important nodes
affects the importance of the node more than that it has with less important nodes. In the context of Web analysis, authorities
are pages having sufficient information on a specific topic, whereas hubs are ones that have sufficient links to such authoritative
pages.

According to the HITS algorithm, the hub and authority scores for a node are iteratively calculated by the following equations:
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Note that p  q means node q is linked by node p . As iteratively calculating hub and authority scores starting with each node
having a hub and authority score of 1 leads to diverging values, these scores must be normalized after every iteration. The final
hub and authority scores are determined after repetitions of this process. Nodes are ranked in accordance with the final hub or
authority scores.

1. The more frequently technical terms appear in the set
     of related papers, the more important the terms are to a
     browsed paper.

2. The more such important terms appear in a paper, the
    more relevant the paper is to the browsed one.

For ranking related papers, we make two assumptions about the relationship between a browsed paper and its related papers as

Figure 2. Assumptions on relationship between browsed paper and its related papers

Figure 1. Reletionship between hub and authority

(2)

Kleinberg stated authoritative pages do not have links connecting each other, but are connected by hub pages that have links
to multiple authoritative pages. Therefore, a good hub points to many good authorities while a good authority is pointed to by
many good hubs, as shown in Figure 1.

As for application of the HITS algorithm, Nanba et al. proposed automatic detection of survey papers from a multilingual
database using HITS [8]. They paid attention to the fact that important papers and survey papers respectively correspond to
“authority” and “hub” in their citation relationship. They also modified HITS to improve accuracy of detecting survey papers
by taking into account the contents of each paper.

3. Research Paper Recommendation

3.1 Outline
This section briefly describes how to recommend research papers relevant to a browsed one by using the technical terms
extracted from it. We first collect related papers by searching our DL for every extracted technical term and then further extract
technical terms from the related papers. We apply the HITS algorithm to ranking the related papers. HITS was originally used for
ranking Web search results or finding Web communities. This paper, however, proposes applying HITS to link analysis of a
bipartite graph consisting of related papers and technical terms appearing in them. By assuming each paper has links to every
technical term appearing in it, paper nodes with only outlinks and technical term nodes with only inlinks constitute a bipartite
graph.
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shown in Figure 2. On the basis of these assumptions, we can consider that highly relevant papers and important technical terms
correspond to good hubs and authorities, respectively. Therefore, we rank related papers in accordance with their hub scores
and recommend top-ranked papers to a user.

In concrete terms, we define the following procedure:

(i) Extract technical term candidates from a browsed paper ptarget , rank them using TF-IDF, and select K top-ranked terms as a set
of technical terms. We describe this term extraction in detail in subsection B.

(ii) Retrieve related papers pij ∈ Pi ( j =1,..., N ) using each extracted technical term ti ∈ T (i =1,..., K )as a query for our DL. Note
here that our DL ranks papers in descending order of their citation counts. In addition, we collect at most N papers for each term

where papers previously retrieved by other terms are not counted among the N papers. Note also that  P = K
i=1

Pi.U
iii) Extract a set of technical terms T    from each retrieved paper pij in the same way as (i). Note here that  T   =          T     and
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(iv) A bipartite graph is generated by linking the set of papers collected in (ii), P , to the set of technical terms extracted in (iii),
T a . Applying HITS to the bipartite graph makes it possible to rank the papers in P on the basis of their hub scores. We explain
the application procedure in more detail in subsection C.

3.2 Technical Term Extraction
We morphologically analyze the text of research papers using a Japanese morphological analyzer Sen [9] to extract technical term
candidates as feature terms in accordance with the following rules:

1. Extract all the nouns and unknown terms solely consisting of alphanumerics, katakana, or kanji as feature terms.
2. Concatenate the continuous feature terms (if any) into one feature term.
3. Remove from the above feature terms those terms i) solely consisting of numerics or hiragana, ii) consisting of one character,
and iii) in our stopword list.

After extraction, we apply OCR error correction to the extracted feature terms. We utilize the query correction function of the
Yahoo!JAPAN search engine [10], i.e., “Did you mean guessed-corrected-term”. This query correction, however, is not always
appropriate, especially for acronyms with various meanings. Therefore, the original feature term is corrected to the suggested
query term only if the number of search results for the original term is less than 1,000. Then, we use TF-IDF to score all the
extracted feature terms. The tfidfi of the term ti is defined as follows:

log ,i i
i

numfidf tf
df

= ×

where tfi is the frequency count of the term ti in the document from which i t is extracted, dfi  is the document frequency of the
term ti , and num is the total number of documents. We define this dfi to be the number of papers retrieved by  ti , and regard num
as the total number of papers stored in our DL. When we conducted the experiments described in section IV, the num was
13,206,916.

All the feature terms extracted from a research paper are ranked in accordance with this TF-IDF score, and the K topranked terms
are selected as the technical terms used for retrieving related papers.

3.3 Applying HITS to Paper Recommendation
We first generate a bipartite graph as follows to apply HITS to related paper recommendation:

• Generate links from each paper to technical terms appearing in the paper.

• Regard papers and technical terms as hubs and authorities, respectively.

In analyzing the Web by HITS, each node can have both inlinks and outlinks and, hence, both hub and authority scores. In the

(3)
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bipartite graph mentioned above, however, paper nodes have only outlinks and term nodes only inlinks by their definitions.
Therefore, we assign only hub scores to paper nodes and only authority scores to technical term nodes.

Figure 3 illustrates a simple image of the bipartite graph generated by the proposed method. In this bipartite graph, we iteratively
calculate authority scores of term nodes and hub scores of paper nodes by using equations (1) and (2), respectively. After each
iteration, these scores are normalized by the following equations:
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The iteration continues until the absolute difference in authority or hub scores between iterations becomes sufficiently small.
Finally, we obtain lists of related papers and technical terms ranked by their hub scores and authority scores, respectively. Thus,
we can recommend highly ranked related papers. If two or more papers have the same hub score, we rank them by evaluating the
following metrics in this order:

1. The rank of a related paper in the search result of our DL.
2. The TF-IDF score of the technical term by which a related paper is retrieved.

3.4 Prototype Browser
Figure 4 shows the GUI of the implemented prototype browser for reading research papers. The left window shows major
bibliographies such as title, authors, abstract, and keywords. The title and authors are in Japanese and English, but the abstract
and keywords are only in Japanese because our system targets only Japanese papers at present.

The right window shows a list of recommended papers ranked by the proposed method. A paper on “Personalized Web Search”
is displayed in the left window, and four recommended papers are visible in the right window in Figure 4.

(4)

(5)

Figure 3. Bipartite graph to be analyzed by HITS
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Figure 4. Prototype browsing support system with showing list of recommended papers

4. Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setup
First, we randomly selected 10 papers from six years worth of issues published by the Institute of Electronics, Information and
Communication Engineers (from 2000 (Vol. J83-D-I) to 2005 (Vol. J88-D-I)). We evaluated performance on the basis of precision
of top-ranked recommended papers such as precision at 10 recommended papers (p@10). Note that the experiments only used
the Japanese title and abstract of papers. We, however, could extract technical terms from the whole paper in the same way.
Moreover, we set the maximum number of extracted technical terms per paper because the more technical terms in a paper, the
larger its hub score. We set this number to 10 on the basis of a preliminary experiment.

Second, our OCR system had good recognition accuracy. In recognizing a different Japanese academic journal, the accuracy
was 99.00% for the abstract and 97.01% for the references. Mixtures of Japanese and English characters, as well as various fonts
and punctuation symbols often appearing in the references, were difficult to recognize correctly.

In the experiment, one of the authors judged the relevance of the recommended papers to the browsed paper. We adopted rigid
and relaxed relevance judgments in accordance with the degree of relevance. In the rigid judgment, only those papers that have
the same purpose as the browsed one are relevant. In the relaxed one, papers that use the same technique are relevant in addition
to those that have rigid relevance. For example, if a user browses a paper titled “Document classification using support vector
machine”, papers on document classification are regarded as relevant in both rigid and relaxed judgments and papers reporting
the use of support vector machine for another purpose are considered relevant only in the relaxed judgment.
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4.2 Methods for Comparison
We implemented two recommendation methods for comparison with the proposed one.

• Vector space (VS) model-based method: This method is based on a VS model widely used in information retrieval. The VS
model represents each paper as a vector of technical terms extracted from it. We define a similarity measure as the cosine of the
angle between two paper vectors in order to recommend the papers most similar to a browsed one.

• Baseline method: This method directly reflects the assumptions shown in Figure 2. First, we score technical terms in related
papers in accordance with their document frequencies. Then, we score each related paper a sum of the score of the technical
terms appearing in the paper. Finally, we rank the related papers by their scores to recommend top-ranked papers to a user. The
baseline method calculates scores of both papers and technical terms without iterative calculation, which differentiates it from
the proposed HITS-based method.

4.3 Experimental Results
First, we show the number of related papers that can be collected from our DL with varying values of N, the maximum number of
retrieved papers per technical term, in Table I. As explained in subsection A, we extract at most 10 technical terms from a paper.
Hence, the maximum number of related papers is calculated as 10 × N. Table I shows the actual number of related papers is smaller
than this because some papers have nine or fewer extracted terms and some technical terms have fewer than N related papers.

Next, we show the average indegrees of technical term nodes in the bipartite graph in Table II. Note here that the average number
of technical terms refers to the average size of a set of technical terms, T a, extracted from the related papers of the 10 papers
selected for experiment. The terms with a large indegree affect hub and authority scores because such terms appear in many
papers. Table II shows that the larger the N, the more technical terms are obtained, and the larger indegrees have the technical
term nodes. The increase in indegrees is, however, subtle compared with that in the number of technical terms.

Moreover, we summarize some statistics of the technical terms with two or more indegrees in Table III because such term nodes
play an important role in the proposed bipartite graph. The last row in Table III shows that the ratio of such terms to all the
technical terms is from 6.1% to 9.2%, which means that more than 90% of extracted technical terms only appear in the one paper
from which they are extracted.

Finally, Figure 5 plots the precision at 10 recommended papers of the VS model-based, baseline, and proposed methods with two
relevance judgments w.r.t. the number of retrieved papers per term, N, of 5, 10, 30, and 50. As we can see from Figure 5, the
proposed method achieved the best precision of 0.35 in the rigid judgment with N = 5 and of 0.90 in the relaxed one with N = 10.
We can also see that the precision declines with the increase in N in the rigid judgment while the precision marks its highest
value at 10 = N among 5, 10, 30, and 50 in the relaxed judgment. Compared with the other two methods, the proposed one
performed better in the relaxed judgment irrespective of N. In the rigid judgment, the proposed method indeed achieved the
highest precision of 0.35, but its precision worsens more than the other methods with N = 30 and N = 50.

# of retrieved papers/term (N)        5       10     30        50

Maximum # of related papers         50     100   300      500

Average # of related papers            37.9   69.3  178.7   269.0

Table 1. Average Number  Of  Related Papers

# of retrieved papers/term (N)       5       10     30        50

Average # of technical terms         346    615   1514   2228

Average indegree              1.09   1.12   1.17     1.19

Table 2. Average Indegreesr of Technical Terms t a
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# of retrieved papers/term (N)        5              10          30          50
Average # of technical terms             20.0       39.9     124.3     206.4
Average indegree                                  2.46     2 .74     3.00       3.09
Ratio of terms with two or more
indegrees to all the terms (%)         6.05      6.53      8.32        9.21

Table 2. Average Indegreesr of Technical Terms t a  ( > 2 )

Figure 5. Precision of recommended papers

The VS model-based method achieved only low precision with a small value of N such as 5 irrespective of relevance judgment
criteria. Although it achieved its best precision with N = 10, the values were the lowest among the three methods in both
judgments.

On the other hand, the proposed method could recommend more relevant papers by using a small value of N such as 5,
especially in the rigid relevance judgment. Using larger N of  30 or 50 did not improve precision. One of the major reasons for this
is that inappropriate terms among the ones with high authority scores increased as N increased. The inappropriate terms are the
extracted technical terms that are of little or no relevance to the main theme of a browsed paper and often badly affect paper
recommendation. One of the remedies for this is considered to be weighting technical terms and related papers retrieved by the
terms with the TF-IDF values defined by equation (3) because the terms and papers are respectively handled evenly once
extracted or retrieved. We also need to sophisticate our technical term extraction procedure to select more appropriate terms.

When the proposed method was compared with the baseline one, the proposed method outperformed the baseline in most
cases. The baseline method first calculates the scores of extracted technical terms on the basis of their document frequencies
and then calculates the scores of papers. The proposed method takes into account linkage structure expressed in the bipartite
graph in addition to the document frequency, which is considered effective for paper recommendation.

Figure 5 also shows that precisions in the relaxed judgment are more than double those in the rigid judgment irrespective of
recommendation methods. In the rigid judgment, only papers with the same research purpose as the browsed one are judged as
relevant recommendations. However, we were not always able to collect such papers sufficiently, which leads to this low
precision. To improve precision in the rigid judgment, it may be effective to retrieve related papers by using plural technical
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Figure 6. Comparison of proposed and baseline methods (N =5)
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Figure 7. Comparison of proposed and baseline methods (N =10)
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terms at the same time for Boolean search, because the proposed method as well as the other two methods collects related
papers by using each technical term separately as explained in section III.

4.4 Comparison of the Proposed Method against the Baseline
We evaluated precision of highly ranked recommended papers by using p@1, p@3, p@5, p@7, and p@9 in addition to p@10 to
further compare the proposed method against the baseline one. Figures. 6, 7, and 8 respectively show these precisions with N
= 5, N = 10, and N = 30. The proposed method shows little differences among p @ X except for Figure 7 where the precision
declines as X of p@X increases. The baseline method, on the other hand, tends to show a high precision with small X such as
p@1 or p@3, which is especially prominent in Figure 6. That is, the baseline method can rank a few relevant papers highly and
recommend them to a user while the proposed one outperforms the baseline when recommending more papers, say, 10 papers.

5. Summary

We proposed a method to recommend related papers to support online-browsing of research papers. The proposed method
generates a bipartite graph by assuming linkage between related papers retrieved by the technical terms  extracted from
abrowsed paper, and technical terms appearing in the set of the related papers. It applies the HITS algorithm to analysis of the
bipartite graph, then ranks the related papers in accordance with the hub scores assigned to the papers, and recommends top-
ranked papers. We evaluated the precision of recommended papers in an experiment and showed that the proposed method
could recommend relevant papers selected from a relatively small set of related papers more precisely than the other recommendation
methods.

Although we only used titles and abstracts of papers in the experiment, we plan to use their whole contents to extract useful
information such as bibliography. In such a case, citation information listed in the references is considered to be especially
useful for paper recommendation [11]. As another venue for future work, we aim to embed the proposed functions into existent
document browsers on the basis of the findings for the developed prototype browser for OCRed research papers.

Figure 8. Comparison of proposed and baseline methods ( N =30 )
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ABSTRACT: In modern software engineering practice, the ability to specify ambiguity less software requirements in a natural
language (NL) in a seamless way is highly valuable and desirable. Though, the software requirements are typically captured
in natural languages (NL) such as English, there is a very high probability that more than half NL requirements can be
ambiguous. For example, Mich identified that approx. 72% of the NL requirements are potentially ambiguous. A primary
reason of such ambiguous NL requirements is syntactic and semantic ambiguities in a natural language such as English. A
problem with ambiguous NL requirements is that a software engineer can miss-interpret requirements and can generate an
erroneous and absurd software model. In this paper, we aim to address this challenge by presenting a novel approach that is
based a semantically controlled NL representation for software requirements. To generate a semantically controlled NL
representation, we propose the use of Semantic of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) standard. We solve a case study to
bear out that a SBVR based controlled representation can not only help in generating accurate and consistent software
models but can also simplify the machine processing of requirements. The results show that our approach can be helpful in
generating the accurate and consistent software models from NL software requirements. A Java implementation of the used
approach is also presented a proof of concept that is also available as an Eclipse plugin.

Keywords: Software Requirements Specifications, Ambiguity in NL Specifications, SBVR
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1. Introduction

It is a typical practice that software requirements are specified in natural languages (NL). It is a common knowledge that 71.80%
of the software requirements specifications are captured in NL [1]. However, the natural languages are intrinsically ambiguous.
For automated software modeling, impervious and explicit software requirements are a primary necessity as computers cannot
accurately process ambiguous requirements. A few scientists have proposed various approaches to identify and measure the
typical ambiguities in NL based software requirements specifications (SRS) e.g. Kiyavitskaya et al. [3] presented a couple of
tools to identify ambiguous sentence in a NL SRS document and find the reason of ambiguity. Similarly, Popescu et al. presented
a tool Dowser [4] to identify ambiguous and inconsistent sentences in a NL SRS.  However, a drawback of the used approach is
that input should be in a constrained language, and this pitfall makes the approach impractical. According to our knowledge,
there is no appropriate approach or tool that can provide an automatic procedure of minimizing or removing ambiguity in NL
SRS.

A Step Towards Ambiguity Less Natural Language Software Requirements
Specifications
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In this paper, we aim to present an approach capable of automatically generating an unambiguous and semantically consistent
representation of SRS specified in English language. To achieve a semantically controlled representation, we propose the use of
Semantic of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) 1.0 [4]. SBVR is an OMG standard, initially presented to assist business
requirements specifiers and analyzers. In [5] and [18] we presented that similar to business requirement, the software requirements
can be captured and specified using SBVR syntax. In this paper, we propose the use of SBVR to overcome the typical ambiguities
in a natural language. The SBVR incorporate not only ability of generating accurate and consistent software representation but
also provides capability of machine processing as SBVR is based on mathematical or higher order logic [4]. The presented
approach is also implemented in Java. The performance of the tool is evaluated by solving a case study, presented in section 4.
The remaining paper is structured into the following sections: Section 2 states preliminaries of the presented research. Section
3 presents the framework for translation of English to SBVR representation. Section 4 presents a case study. The evaluation of
our approach is presented in section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded to discuss the future work.

2. Semantic Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR)

In 2008, OMG presented a new standard Semantic Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR) [4]. SBVR supports capturing of
requirement in a controlled natural language. There are various controlled natural languages such as Attempto but we have used
SBVR due to following reasons:

• SBVR is a standard. Latest available version is 1.0.

• SBVR is easy to read and understand for human beings as SBVR uses syntax of natural languages e.g. English.

• SBVR is easy to machine translate as it is based on higher logic such as First Order Logic (FOL).

A typical SBVR representation is based on a set of SBVR business vocabulary and SBVR business rules in particular business
domain.

2.1 SBVR Business Vocabulary
A business vocabulary [4] (section: 8.1) consists of all the specific terms and definitions of concepts used by an organization or
community in course of business. In SBVR, A concept can be a noun concept or fact type. Noun concepts can be further
categorized into object type, individual concept, and characteristic. Hence we have four key elements in SBVR:

• In SBVR, an object type is a general concept that exhibits a set of characteristics to distinguishes that object type from all other
object types” [3] (section: 8.1) e.g. robot, user, etc.

• In SBVR, an individual noun is a qualified noun that corresponds to only one object [3] (section: 8.1) e.g. ‘Robby’, a famous
robot.

• In SBVR, characteristic is an abstraction of a property of an object [4] (section: 8.1) e.g. name of robot is Robby, here name is
characteristic.

• In SBVR, a fact type or a verb concept [4] (section: 8.1) specifies the relationships among noun concepts e.g. car has wheels.
A fact type can be binary fact type e.g. “customer places orders”.

2.2   SBVR Business Rules
A SBVR business rule is a formal representation under business jurisdiction ‘Under business jurisdiction’ [4]. Each SBVR
business rule is based on at least one fact type.

• The SBVR rules can be a structural business rule [4] (section: 12.1) those are used to define an organization’s setup.

• Another type of SBVR rules is a behavioural business rule [4] (section: 12.1) and they are used to express the conduct of a
business entity.

2.3    SBVR based Controlled Representation
SBVR was originally presented to assist business people in creating clear and unambiguous business policies and rules in their
native language [4]. The following characteristics of SBVR can help in generating a controlled representation of English:

2.3.1   Rule-based Conceptual Formalization
SBVR standard provides a rule-based conceptual formalization that can be employed to generate a syntactically formal
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representation of English. SBVR contains a vocabulary for conceptual modeling and captures expressions based on this
vocabulary as formal logic structures. The SBVR vocabulary can be used to formally specify representations of concepts,
definitions, instances, and rules of any knowledge domain in natural language. These features make SBVR well suited for
describing business domains and software requirements to implement software models.

2.3.2   Natural Language Semantic Formulation
SBVR is typically proposed for business modeling in NL. However, we are using the formal logic based nature of SBVR to
semantically formulate the English software requirements statements. A set of logic structures called semantic formulations are
provided in SBVR to make English statements controlled such as atomic formulation, instantiate formulation, logical formulation,
quantification, and modal formulation.

2.3. 3 SBVR Formal Notation
Structured English is one of the possible SBVR notations, given in SBVR 1.0 document, Annex C [4], is applied by prefixing rule
keywords in a SBVR rules. The other possible SBVR notation is Rulespeak, given in SBVR 1.0 document, Annex F [4], uses
mixfixing keywords in propositions. SBVR formal notations help in expressing propositions with equivalent semantics that can
be captured and formally represented as logical formulations.

3. Translating NL to SBVR

This section briefly explains how English text is mapped to SBVR representation and object oriented information is extracted
from SBVR representation. Figure 1 show the used approach that works in three phases:

Figure 1. A Framework used for English to SBVR Translation

3.1 Parsing NL Software Requirement Text
The first phase of SR-Elicitor [5], [17] is NL parsing that involves a number of processing units (organized in a pipelined
architecture) to process complex English statements. The NL parsing phase lexically, syntactically and semantically processes
the English text as following:

3.1.1 Lexical Processing
The NL parsing starts with the lexical processing of a plain text file containing English software requirements specification. The
lexical processing initiates with the tokenization of the input English text.The tokenized text is further passed to Stanford parts-
of- speech (POS) [13] tagger v3.0 to identify the basic POS tags e.g.

3.1.2   Syntactic Processing
We have used an enhanced version of a rule-based bottom-up parser for the syntactic analyze of the input text used in [11].
English grammar rules are base of used parser. The text is syntactically analyzed and a parse tree is generated for further
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semantic processing as shown in Figure 2.

A task is a component of the schedule with a start and end date.

[A/DT] [task/NN] [is/VBZ] [a/DT] [component/NN] [of/IN] [the/DT] [schedule/NN] [with/IN] [a/DT]
[start/NN] [and/CC] [end/NN] [date/NN].

Figure 2.  A Framework used for English to SBVR Translation

A task is a component of the schedule with a start and end date.

(ROOT

 (S

  (NP (DT A) (NN task))

  (VP (VBZ is)

    (NP        (NP (DT a) (NN component))

    (PP (IN of)

     (NP

       (NP (DT the) (NN schedule))

       (PP (IN with)

         (NP (DT a) (NN start)

           (CC and)

           (NN end) (NN date)))))))))

Figure 3.  Parsing English text using Stanford Parser

3.1.3 Semantic Interpretation
In this semantic interpretation phase, role labeling [12] is performed. The desired role labels are actors (nouns used in subject
part), co-actor (additional actors conjuncted with ‘and’), action (action verb), thematic object (nouns used in object part), and
a beneficiary (nouns used in adverb part) if exists. These roles assist in identifying SBVR vocabulary.

3.2 Extracting SBVR Vocabulary
In this phase, the basic SBVR elements e.g. noun concept, individual concept, object type, verb concepts, etc are identified from
the English input that is preprocess in the previous phase. The extraction of various SBVR elements is described below:

3.2.1 Extracting Object Types
All common nouns (actors, co-actors, thematic objects, or beneficiaries) are represented as the object types or general concept
(see figure 3) e.g. belt, user, cup, etc. In conceptual modelling, the object types are mapped to classes.
3.2.2   Extracting Individual Concepts
All proper nouns (actors, co-actors, thematic objects, or beneficiaries) are represented as the individual concepts.

3.2.3 Extracting Fact Types
The auxiliary and action verbs are represented as verb concepts. To constructing a fact types, the combination of an object type/
individual concept + verb forms a unary fact type e.g. “vision system senses”. Similarly, the combination of an object type/
individual concept + verb + object type forms a binary fact type e.g. belt conveys part is a binary fact type.

3.2.4 Extracting Characteristics
In English, the characteristic or attributes are typically represented using is-property-of fact type e.g. “name is-property-of
customer”. Moreover, the use of possessed nouns (i.e. pre-fixed by’s or post-fixed by of) e.g. student’s age or age of student is
also characteristic.
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3.2.5 Extracting Quantifications
All indefinite articles (a and an), plural nouns (prefixed with s) and cardinal numbers (2 or two) represent quantifications.

3.2.6 Extracting Associative Fact Types
The associative fact types [4] (section 11.1.5.1) are identified by associative or pragmatic relations in English text. In English, the
binary fact types are typical examples of associative fact types e.g. “The belt conveys the parts”. In this example, there is a
binary association in belt and parts concepts. This association is one-to-many as ‘parts’ concept is plural. In conceptual
modeling of SBVR, associative fact types are mapped to associations.

3.2.7 Extracting Partitive Fact Type
The partitive fact types [4] (section 11.1.5.1) are identified by extracting structures such as “is-part-of”, “included-in” or
“belong-to” e.g. “The user puts two-kinds-of parts, dish and cup”. Here ‘parts’ is generalized form of ‘dish’ and ‘cup’. In
conceptual modeling of SBVR, categorization fact types are mapped to aggregations.

3.2.8 Extracting Categorization Fact Types
The categorization fact types [4] (section 11.1.5.2) are identified by extracting structures such as “is-category-of” or “is-type-
of”, “is-kind-of” e.g. “The user puts two-kinds-of parts, dish and cup”. Here ‘parts’ is generalized form of ‘dish’ and ‘cup’. In
conceptual modeling of SBVR, categorization fact types are mapped to generalizations. All the extracted information shown in
figure 4 is stored in an arraylist for further analysis.

A task is a component of the schedule with a start and end date.

[A] [task/object_type] [is/verb_concept] [a] [component/characteristic] [of] [the] [schedule/object_type]
[with] [a] [start/object_type] [and] [end_date/object_type].

Figure 4. Semantic interpretation of English text

3.3 Generating SBVR Rules
In this phase, a SBVR representation such as SBVR rule is generated from the SBVR vocabulary in previous phase. SBVR rule
is generated in three phases as following:

3.3.1 Extracting SBVR Requirements
To generate a rule from an English statement, it is primarily analyzed that it is a structural requirement or a behavioural
requirement. Following mapping rules are used to classify a constraint type.

3.3.2 Extracting Structural Requirements
The use of auxiliary verbs such as ‘can’, ‘may’, etc is identified to classify co requirement as a structural requirement. The
sentences representing state e.g. “Robby is a robot” or possession e.g. “robot has two arms” can be categorized as structural
requirements. Moreover, the general use of action verbs e.g. consists, composed, equipped, etc also represent a structural
requirement.

3.3.3 Extracting Behavioural Requirements
The use of auxiliary verbs such as ‘should’, ‘must’ are identified to classify requirement as a behavioural rule. Moreover, the use
of action verb can be categorized as a behavioural rule e.g. “robot picks up parts”.

3.3.4 Applying Semantic Formulation
A set of semantic formulations are applied to each fact type to construct a SBVR rule. There are five basic semantic formulations
proposed in SBVR version 1.0 [12] but we are using following three with respect to the context of the scope of proposed
research:

a. Logical Formulation:
A SBVR rule can be composed of multiple fact types using logical operators e.g. AND, OR, NOT, implies, etc. For logical
formulation, the tokens ‘not’ or ‘no’ are mapped to negation (# a). Similarly, the tokens ‘that’ and ‘and’ are mapped to conjunction
(a b). The token ‘or’ is mapped to disjunction (a b) and the tokens ‘imply’, ‘suggest’, ‘if, ‘infer’ are mapped to implication
(a b).
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b. Quantification:
Quantification [13] is used to specify the scope of a concept. Quantifications are applied by mapping tokes like “more than” or
“greater than” to at least n quantification; token “less than” is mapped to at most n quantification and token “equal to” or a
positive statement is mapped to exactly n quantification.

c. Modal Formulation:
In SBVR, the modal formulation [13] specifies seriousness of a constraint. Modal verbs such as ‘can’ , ‘’ or ‘may’ are mapped to
possibility formulation to represent a structural requirement and the modal verbs ‘should’, ‘must’ or verb concept “have to” are
mapped to obligation formulation to represent a behavioural requirement.

4.  A Case Study
To demonstrate the potential of our tool SR-Elicitor, a small case study is discussed from the domain of office time management
system. This case study is online available. Following is a part of the problem statement for the case study, solved in the thesis
to test SR-Elicitor.

“The two main functions of the time Monitor software system are to allow the developers to use a www browser to store
timestamp records in a database, and to allow a manager to analyze these timestamp records. A timestamp record consists
of the time duration consists of the duration of a specific activity with the unique identification. The unique identification
is made of three components: the project, the user and the date when the activity is taken place. The description of an
activity is divided into three components: a task name, an activity, and an artefact. For managerial purpose it is often
useful to define the date in term of the current week. The current week is defined as the week starting on the Monday
immediately preceding the current day of the week, and ending on the Sunday immediately following the current day of
the week, inclusively. A task is unit of work defined by the manager and for which the developer is accountable. A task is
a component of the schedule with a start and end date. Examples of task are Implement module A, Design library XYZ.
Developers usually work with on assigned tasks. One developer may work on many tasks and a given task may involve
many developers.”

Category                                Count                                                       Details

Object Types    18 time_monitor_software, developer, user,  task, www_browser,
component, date, timestamp_record, activity, identification, project,
name, artifact, week, manager, schedule, start_date, end_date

Verb Concepts    15 allow, use, store, analyse, consist, made, taken_place, define,
decided, preceding, starting, ending, assign, work, involve

Individual Concepts    04 Monday ,Sunday, Implement Module A,  Design library XYZ,

Characteristics    06 function, duration, description, term, day, unit, component,

Quantifications    04 Two, three, one, many

Unary Fact Types    03 activity take place, define date, current week defined

Associative Fact Types    07 time monitor software allow developer, developer use www
browser, www browser store timestamp record, manager analyze
timestamp record, week start on Monday, identification made of
components, work defined by manager, developer work with task,

Partitive fact Types    02 timestamp record consists of time duration, time duration consists
of activity,

Categorization Fact Types    03 activity divided in components, task is unit of work, task is
component of schedule

Table 1. SBVR vocabulary generated from English text

The problem statement of the second case study was given as input (NL specification) to the SR-Elicitor tool. The SR-Elicitort
parses the text first, which includes lexical processing (Tokenization, Sentence splitting, POS tagging and Morphological
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analysis) syntactic analysis and semantic analysis. It extracts the SBVR vocabulary from the case study during syntactic
analysis of text which includes noun concept, individual concept, object type, verb concept, characteristics, quantifications,
associative fact types and partitive fact types etc. as shown in Table 1:

The Table I show the extracted SBVR elements such as 18 object types, 15 verb concepts, 4 characteristics, 3 unary fact types,
7 associative fact types, 2 partitive fact type and 3 categorization fact type. In the used case study’s problem statement, there
were 06 requirements as shown in table II:

#                                                         SBVR Rules

1. It is permissible that the two main function of the time monitor software are to allow the
developer to use a www browser to store timestamp record in a database, and to allow a
manager to analyze these timestamp record. /.

2. It is necessity that a timestamp record consists of the time duration consists of the duration of
a specific activity with the unique identification./.

3. It is necessity that the unique identification is made of three component: the project, the user
and the date when the activity is taken place./.

4. It is necessity that the description of an activity is divided into three component a task name,
an activity, and an artefact./.

5. It is necessity that for managerial purpose, it is often useful to define the date in term of the
current week./.

6. It is necessity that the current week is defined as the week starting on the ‘Monday’
immediately preceding the current day of the week, and ending on the ‘Sunday’ immediately
following the current day of the week, inclusively ./.

7. It is necessity that a task is unit of work defined by the manager and for which the developer
is accountable./.

8. It is necessity that a task is a component of the schedule with a start and end date./.

9. It is permissible that the example of task are ‘Implement module A’, ‘Design library XYZ’ ./.

10. It is possibility that the developer usually work with one assigned task ./.

11. It is possibility that One may work on many task and a given task may involve many
developer./.

Table 2.  SBVR Rule representation of software requirements

There are 11 requirements processed by the SR-Elicitor (see Table 2). According to SBVR structured English the object types are
underlined e.g. system, developer, manager, time etc. the verb concepts are italicized e.g. allow, analyze etc. the SBVR keywords
are bolded e.g. at least, It is possibility etc. the individual concepts are double underlined e.g. Monitor, Design library, etc. The
characteristics are also italicized but with different colour: e.g. consist of, made of etc.

5. Evaluation

We have done performance evaluation to evaluate that how accurately the English specification of the software requirements
has been translated into the SBVR based controlled representation by our tool ER-Elicitor.  An evaluation methodology, for the
performance evaluation of NLP tools, is used that was originally proposed by Hirschman and Thompson [14]. The used
performance evaluation is typically based on three aspects:

There were seven sentences in the used case study problem. The largest sentence was composed of 39 words and the smallest
sentence contained 10 words. The average length of all sentences is 24. The major reason to select this case study was to test
our tool with the complex examples. The correct, incorrect, and missing SBVR elements are shown in Table 3.

Results of each SBVR element describe in above table separately. According to our evaluation methodology, table shows
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sample elements are 68 in which 59 are correct, 7 are incorrect and 4 are missing SBVR elements.

The following table describes the Recall and precision of SR-elicitor for NL- software requirements. In Table 4, the average recall
for SBVR software requirement specification is calculated 86.76% while average precision is calculated 89.39%. Considering the
lengthy input English sentences including complex linguistic structures, the results of this initial performance evaluation are
very encouraging and support both the approach adopted in this paper and the potential of this technology in general.

# Type/Metrics Nsample Ncorrect Nincorrect Nmissing

1 Object Types 18 16 1 1

2  Verb Concepts 16 14 2 0

3 Individual Concepts 05 04 1 0

4 Characteristics 07 06 2 1

5 Quantifications 06 04 0 2

6 Unary Fact Types 03 03 0 0

7 Associative Fact Types 08 07 1 0

8 Partitive fact Types 02 02 0 0

9 Categorization Fact Types 03 03 0 0

Total 68 59 7 4

Table 3.  Results of NL to SBVR Translation by SR-Elicitor

Type/Metrics Nsample Ncorrect Nincorrect Nmissing Rec% Prec% F-Value

Requirements      68     59        7       4 86.76  89.39    88.05

Table 4.  Recall and Precision of SR-Elicitor for NL software requirements for case study

Four other case studies were solved in addition to the case study presented in section 4. All the case studies were unseen. The
solved case studies were of different lengths. The largest case study was composed of 143 words and 13 sentences. The
smallest case study was composed of 97 words and 8 sentences. Calculated recall, precision and f-values of the solved case
studies are shown in Table 5.

Input Nsample Ncorrect Nincorrect Nmissing Rec% Prec% F-Value

C 1 48 37 8 3 77.08 82.22 79.65

C 2 43 33 8 2 76.74 80.48 78.61

C 3 39 31 5 3 79.48 86.11 82.79

C 4 36 29 3 4 80.55 90.62 85.58

C 5 68 59 7 4 86.76 89.39 88.05

Average   80.12           85.76   82.94

Table 5.  Evaluatin results of SR-Elicitor

The average F-value is calculated 82.94% that is encouraging for initial experiments. We cannot compare our results to any other
tool as no other tool is available that can generate SBVR-based SRS from NL specification. However, we can note that other
language processing technologies, such as information extraction systems, and machine translation systems, have found
commercial applications with precision and recall figure well below this level. Thus, the results of this initial performance
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evaluation are very encouraging and support both ER-Elicitor approach and the potential of this technology in general. Figure
5 shows the evaluation results of SR-Elicitor.

Figure 5. Semantic interpretation of English text

Figure 5 materializes the results of Recall, precision and F-Value that is obtained by five different case studies. According to our
results C5 has high Recall, precision and F-Value. Moreover, C1 has lowest Recall, precision and F-Value.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The primary objective of the paper was to address the ambiguous nature of natural languages (such as English) and generate a
controlled representation of English so that the accuracy of machine processing can be improved. To address this challenge we
have presented a NL based automated approach to parse English software requirement specifications and generated a controlled
representation using SBVR. Automated object oriented analysis of SBVR based software requirements specifications using SR-
Elicitor provides a higher accuracy as compared to other available NL-based tools.

The future work is to extract the object-oriented information from SBVR specification of software requirements such as classes,
instances and their respective attributes, operations, associations, aggregations, and generalizations. Automated extraction of
such information can be helpful in automated conceptual modelling of natural language software requirement specification.
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1. Introduction

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) are extensively used nowadays and they provide a variety of information and
communication channels for the users [19]. Among the features they provide are the development, management, distribution,
diffusion and presentation of the educational material as well as tools for the management of users and courses. One of the main
problems of the LMSs is the lack of exploitation of the acquired information due to its volume. Most of the times, these systems
produce certain reports with statistical data, which however, do not help instructors to draw out useful conclusions either for the
course or for the students and are useful only for the administrative purposes of each LMS.

Some of the most well known commercial LMS platforms used for educational purposes worldwide are Blackboard, WebCT and
TopClass, while Claroline, Moodle, Ilias and aTutor are freely distributed under appropriate licenses [14].  In Greece, the Greek
University Network (GUNet) uses the platform Open eClass [6], which is an evolution of Claroline [4]. This system is an
asynchronous distant education platform, which uses Apache as a web server, MySQL as database server and has been
implemented in PHP.

Server log files store information containing the page requests of each individual user [20]. Data mining techniques have been
used to discover the sequence patterns of students’ web usage after the analysis of log files data [16]. The extraction of
sequential patterns has been proven to be particularly useful and has been applied to many different educational tasks [15].

The objectives of this paper are the analysis log file of a typical LMS and deduce useful conclusions. Metrics and algorithms for
classification and suggestion, which were firstly introduced by the authors, are also used [21-22]. Finally two algorithms for
classification of the courses and suggestions to the users are presented.
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The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background theory. Section 3 describes the logging data and pre-
processing procedure. Section 4 describes the data processing procedure with the introduced metrics. Section 5 describes two
algorithms. Section 6 presents the conclusions along with future directions.

2. Background

There are several studies that show the impact of data mining on eLearning. While data mining methods have been systematically
used in a lot of e-commercial applications, their utilization is still lower in the LMSs [24]. It is important to notice that traditional
educational data sets are normally small [7], if we compare them to files used in other data mining fields such as e-commerce
applications that involve thousands of clients [17]. This is due to the typical, relatively small size of the classroom, although it
varies depending on the type of the course (elementary, primary, adult, higher, tertiary, academic or/and special education);
corresponding transactions are therefore also fewer. The user model is also different in both systems [16].

Very interesting is the iterative methodology to develop and carry out maintenance of web-based courses, to/in which a specific
data mining step was added [5]. The proposed system finds, shares and suggests the most appropriate modifications to improve
the effectiveness of the course. The discovered useful information is used directly by the educator of the course in order to
improve instructional/learning performance. This system recommends the necessary improvements to increase the interest and
the motivation of the students. It is well known that motivation is essential for learning: lack of motivation is correlated to
learning rate decrease [3]. There are several specialized web usage mining tools that are used in the e-learning platforms.
CourseVis [10] is a visualization tool that tracks web log data from an LMS. By transforming this data, it generates graphical
representations that keep instructors well-informed about what precisely is happening in distance learning classes. GISMO [11]
is a tool similar to CourseVis, but provides different information to instructors, such as student’s details in using the course
material. Sinergo/ColAT [2] is a tool that acts as an interpreter of the students’ activity in a LMS. [13] describes a tool which uses
log files in order to represent the instructor-student interaction in hierarchical structure. MATEP [25] is another tool acting at
two levels. Firstly, it provides a mixture of data from different sources suitably processed and integrated. These data originate
from e-learning platform log files, virtual courses, academic and demographic data. Secondly, it feeds them to a data webhouse
which provides static and dynamic reports. Analog is another system [23] which consists of two main components. The first is
performing online and the second offline data processing according to web server activity. Past users activity is recorded in
server log files which are processed to form clusters of user sessions.

[18] propose a new approach for automatic user satisfaction measurement by identifying and indexing the target groups of
various e-learning material like e-courses, educational games etc through the EDUSA test. Some other researchers like [1] [12]
propose metrics for e-learning evaluation. In e-commerce web usage analysis some metrics are proposed by [9].

A methodology for the maintenance of web-based courses was also proposed by [8] which incorporates a specific data mining
step. Publications of the authors relevant to this paper are the automated suggestions and course ranking through a web mining
system [21] and the proposal of two new metrics, homogeneity and enrichment, for web applications assessment, which are also
used in this chapter [22].

3. Logging the data and pre-processing

3.1 Logging the data
This stage involves the logging of specific data from LMS. Apache web server uses the following configurations for the
production of its log files: Common Log Format (CLF ), Extended Log Format (ELF ), Cookie Log Format (CKLF ) and
Forensic Log Format (FLF).

A module that uses FLF format and records attributes before and after web server request processing, was implemented. FLF
format is used, instead of CLF, because of the advantage that it stores server requests, before and after request processing at the
web server. Such recording contains accurate information regarding user thinking time that indicates content difficulty and
complexity and requests processing time that indicates content delivery effort.

In more detail, the data recording module, is embedded in the web server of the e-learning platform and records specific e-
learning platform fields. Specifically, eleven (11) fields (request_time_event, remote_host, request_uri, remote_logname,
remote_user, request_method, request_time, request_protocol, status, bytes_sent, referer, agent) from different courses and
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user requests are recorded with the use of an Apache module, developed in Perl programming language, as a first step.

The development of such a module has the following two advantages: rapid storage of user information, since it is executed
straight from the server API and not by the LMS application, and the produced data are independent of specific formulation
used by the LMS platform.

3.2 Data pre-processing
The data of the log file contain noise such as missing values, outliers etc. These values have to be pre-processed in order to
prepare them for data mining analysis. Specifically, this logging data step filters the recorded data. It uses outlier detection and
removes extremes. This step is not performed by the LMS platform and thus can be embedded into a variety of LMSs. Also, it
facilitates data mining analysis methods construction of robust results.

The produced log file, is filtered, so it includes only the following three fields: (i) courseID, which is the identification string of
each course; (ii) sessionID, which is the identification string of each session; (iii) page Uniform Resource Locator (URL), which
contains the requests of each page of the platform that the user visited.

3.3 Study population and context
In detail the dataset was collected from a real LMS environment used in the Technological Education Institute (TEI) of Kavala
that uses the Open eClass e-learning platform [6]. The data are from the spring semester of 2009 from the Department of
Information Management and involve 1199 students and 39 different courses. The data are in ASCII form and are obtained from
the Apache server log file.  A view of the collected data in forensic log format is shown in table 1.

Table 1. eClass data in FLF
The log file which is produced, from the previous step, is filtered and pre-processed in order to include the following fields:
courseID, sessionID and page Uniform Resource Locator (URL).

4. Processing the Data

The aforementioned fields of the previous section are not adequate in order to evaluate the course usage. So, some metrics are
used for the facilitation of the course usage evaluation (Table 2). First, the indexes Sessions, Pages, Unique pages, Unique Pages
per CourseID per Session are computed with the use of a Perl program. Then, the metrics Enrichment, Disappointment, Interest
and Homogeneity are calculated.

The number of the sessions and the number of the pages viewed by all users are counted for the calculation of course activity. The
metric unique pages measures the total number of unique pages per course viewed by all users. The Unique Pages per Course per
Session (UPCS) metric expresses the unique user visits per course and per session; it is used for the calculation of the course
activity in an objective manner. Because some novice users may navigate in a course and visit some pages of the course more than
once, UPCS eliminates duplicate page visits, since it considers the visits of the same user in a session only once.

Enrichment is a metric which is proposed in order to express the “enrichment ” of each course in terms of educational material.
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Enrichment is defined as the complement of the ratio of the unique pages over total number of course web pages as it was
proposed in [21-22].

Index/Metric name Description of the index/metric
Sessions The total number of sessions per course viewed by users
Pages The total number of pages per course viewed by users
Unique pages The total number of unique pages per course viewed by users
Unique Pages per CourseID per Session The total number of unique pages per course per session viewed
(UPCS) by users
Enrichment The enrichment of courses
Disappointment The disappointment of users
Interest It is the one ‘s complement to the disappointment
Homogeneity Homogeneity of courses

Table 2. Metrics name and description

The number of the sessions and the number of the pages viewed by all users are counted for the calculation of course activity.
The metric unique pages measures the total number of unique pages per course viewed by all users. The Unique Pages per
Course per Session (UPCS) metric expresses the unique user visits per course and per session; it is used for the calculation of
the course activity in an objective manner. Because some novice users may navigate in a course and visit some pages of the
course more than once, UPCS eliminates duplicate page visits, since it considers the visits of the same user in a session only
once.

Enrichment is a metric which is proposed in order to express the “enrichment” of each course in terms of educational material.
Enrichment is defined as the complement of the ratio of the unique pages over total number of course web pages as it was
proposed in [21-22].

Enrichment = 1- (Unique Pages/Total Pages) (1)

              where Unique Pages<=Total Pages.

Enrichment values are in the range [ 0, 1). When users follow unique paths in a course this is 0 while in a course with minimal
unique pages this is close to 1. Since it offers a measure of how many unique pages were viewed by the users, it shows how
much information included in each course is handed over to the end user inferring that the course contains rich educational
material.

Disappointment is a metric which combines sessions and pages viewed by users and it measures the disappointment of the
users in the course, in the sense that when a user views few pages of the course, s/he logs out of the course. Disappointment
metric is defined as the rate of sessions per LMS course to total number of course web pages.

Disappointment = Sessions/Total Pages (2)

In other words, the disappointment metric reflects how quickly the users discontinue viewing pages of the courses. Disappointment
values are in the range (0, 1]. Due to the negative nature of the Disappointment metric, it was replaced by another metric which
has positive sounding manner, Interest. Interest metric is defined as the one’s complement to the disappointment.

Interest = 1-Disappointment (3)

Both disappointment and interest metrics were proposed in [21]. A low interest in a course means that there are not many unique
pages viewed per session; therefore the course is not so popular among the students. This may be so either because students
were not pleased with the educational material or there are not many pages to visit. High interest indicates that users are
interested in course content and continue further with their study. When the quality of the educational material does not fulfil
user requirements, the user is led to log out of the course.
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Homogeneity metric is another metric that is defined as the ratio of unique visited course pages to the number of sessions that
visited that course.

Homogeneity = Unique pages/Total Sessions (4)

         where Total Sessions per course >> Unique course pages.

Homogeneity metric value ranges from [0,1), where 0 means that no user followed a unique path and 1 that every user follows
unique paths. It is a course quality index and characterizes the percentage of course information discovered by each user
participating in a course. The aforementioned metrics contribute to the evaluation of courses usage. The results for the 39
courses are presented in Table 3.

5. Algorithms

In this section, two algorithms which classify the LMS courses and suggest actions to the educators for course improvement are
used.

5.1 Classifier algorithm
The first algorithm classifies LMS courses based on poor or rich quantity of course information material. Afterwards, based on
LMS courses with adequate information material, it tries to spot how often course  information is added or updated by educators
based on homogeneity classification or followed by users the updated information. Finally, using the UPCS metric it identifies
whether updates of course information can increase the student’s interest in the specific course. Classifier algorithm schema is
depicted in Figure 1.

According to the above, the proposed algorithm is based on Enrichment, Homogeneity and UPCS and consists of the
corresponding stages.

Figure 1. Classifier algorithm schema
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IMD115 18 73 9 42 0,247 0,753 0,877 0,500
IMD62 23 94 11 52 0,245 0,755 0,883 0,478
IMD9 26 105 12 42 0,248 0,752 0,886 0,462
IMD10 17 61 8 28 0,279 0,721 0,869 0,471
IMD111 33 142 9 79 0,232 0,768 0,937 0,273
IMD21 11 25 8 24 0,440 0,560 0,680 0,727
IMD80 14 38 7 34 0,368 0,632 0,816 0,500
IMD98 32 113 9 61 0,283 0,717 0,920 0,281
IMD17 53 206 11 89 0,257 0,743 0,947 0,208
IMD15 11 24 7 20 0,458 0,542 0,708 0,636
IMD133 25 80 7 54 0,313 0,688 0,913 0,280
IMD130 12 30 5 22 0,400 0,600 0,833 0,417
IMD35 87 338 8 179 0,257 0,743 0,976 0,092
IMD8 45 135 8 82 0,333 0,667 0,941 0,178
IMD105 91 297 11 216 0,306 0,694 0,963 0,121
IMD34 38 113 6 56 0,336 0,664 0,947 0,158
IMD36 72 217 7 134 0,332 0,668 0,968 0,097
IMD14 45 122 7 59 0,369 0,631 0,943 0,156
IMD61 32 74 9 64 0,432 0,568 0,878 0,281
IMD66 56 144 9 107 0,389 0,611 0,938 0,161
IMD64 22 47 7 39 0,468 0,532 0,851 0,318
IMD129 75 209 6 131 0,359 0,641 0,971 0,080
IMD50 22 46 7 38 0,478 0,522 0,848 0,318
IMD122 33 71 7 45 0,465 0,535 0,901 0,212
IMD112 30 62 6 46 0,484 0,516 0,903 0,200
IMD60 22 43 5 40 0,512 0,488 0,884 0,227
IMD11 51 108 6 80 0,472 0,528 0,944 0,118
IMD120 38 80 3 46 0,475 0,525 0,963 0,079
IMD49 14 23 5 21 0,609 0,391 0,783 0,357
IMD26 50 90 8 71 0,556 0,444 0,911 0,160
IMD41 98 185 8 129 0,530 0,470 0,957 0,082
IMD44 48 82 10 75 0,585 0,415 0,878 0,208
IMD125 93 164 6 134 0,567 0,433 0,963 0,065
IMD96 20 31 5 30 0,645 0,355 0,839 0,250
IMD114 28 42 4 34 0,667 0,333 0,905 0,143
IMD132 152 230 7 184 0,661 0,339 0,970 0,046
IMD67 18 23 4 22 0,783 0,217 0,826 0,222
IMD23 30 38 4 32 0,789 0,211 0,895 0,133
IMD134 25 27 4 27 0,926 0,074 0,852 0,160

Course ID Sessions Pages Unique pages UPCS Disappointment Interest Enrichment Homogeneity

In the first stage of the algorithm, the Enrichment metric is involved in order to identify courses with poor or rich educational
content (poor equals to small enrichment value while rich to high enrichment value). A set of N courses are placed to an N-
ordered table based on Enrichment, where N<=Total LMS platform courses, the courses with the highest Enrichment metric
values.

Table 3. LMS data and grade for 39 Courses
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In the second stage, the algorithm classifies the previous set of N courses using the values of Enrichment and Homogeneity.
The classification of LMS courses is performed using four clusters as shown at Figure 1. The higher the Homogeneity value the
more frequent the course updates or the more dynamic the course content, depending on Enrichment value. The lower the
Homogeneity value then the LMS is more static in content or of poor content updates. The classification of the courses depends
on the average Enrichment value of the N LMS courses and the average Homogeneity value of the high and low Enrichment
clusters accordingly.

The aim of the third stage of the algorithm is to identify whether the content can be characterized as rich or poor, and whether
it is static, frequent or dynamic. In order to do this, each cluster’s courses are ranked based on the value of the UPCS.

5.1.1 Application of classification algorithm
The 39 courses were initially ranked according to the Enrichment metric. The algorithm was tested by picking the best and worse
LMS courses from a list of 39 courses which are shown in Table 4. That is, best and worst cases from students’ usage point of
view.

IMD132 152 230 5 184 0.033 0.978
IMD35 87 338 9 179 0.103 0.973
IMD125 93 164 6 134 0.065 0.963
IMD129 75 209 8 131 0.107 0.962
IMD105 91 297 12 216 0.132 0.960
IMD41 98 185 8 129 0.082 0.957
IMD36 72 217 10 134 0.139 0.954
IMD17 53 206 21 89 0.396 0.898
IMD66 56 144 16 107 0.286 0.889
IMD8 45 135 18 82 0.400 0.867
IMD122 33 71 21 45 0.636 0.704
IMD112 30 62 20 46 0.667 0.677

Course ID Sessions Pages Unique pages UPCS Homogeneity Enrichment

Table 4. Processed data for 12 Courses with Average Enrichment value of 0.898

Based on the previous order by Enrichment Table 1 of 12 LMS courses, the Classifier algorithm was applied by using an average
Enrichment value of 0.898 and average homogeneity value for the high enrichment cluster of 0.09 and for the low enrichment
cluster of 0.45. The classification of the algorithm produced four clusters, which are shown in the Table 5.

As shown in Table 6, for each one of the four classes the LMS courses are ordered based on the UPCS metric value. So courses
IMD105 and IMD36 are the representatives of high and low UPCS values for cluster I, IMD132 and IMD41 for cluster II, IMD112
and IMD122 for cluster III and IMD66 and IMD8 for cluster IV accordingly.

In Table 4, these courses and the classifier algorithm evaluation feedback for each one of those courses are presented.

5.2 Suggestion algorithm
The goal of the second algorithm is to allow an automated suggestions system for course improvement. The first step of the
proposed algorithm is course ranking in descending order by UPCS. A course placed in the first ranking positions is a popular
one, either because of exclusive quality of its educational content or quantity of course material.

The first suggestion rule (Figure 2) of the algorithm compares Interest metric of each course with the a*Average(Interest) of all
LMS courses, where a is a coefficient parameter. If Interest value is lower than a*Average(Interest), it means that this course
either does not have adequate educational content or its content quality does not meet (satisfy) user requirements. In order to
distinguish between these two cases a new condition is applied that checks whether course Unique Pages value is less than the
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Enrichment Homogeneity
 Class Clusters

Dynamic
Content or
Frequently
Updated,
Cluster I

Static Content
with frequent
updates,
Cluster II

Dynamic
Content with
less updates,
Cluster III

Static
Content,
Cluster IV

Average(Unique Pages) value for all LMS courses. If this condition is fullfiled, then course content quality is in need of
amelioration, while if not, course content is of fine quality and new content additions do not need to be made due to course
interest expressed by users.

Course ID Sessions Pages Unique UPCS Homogeneity   Enrichment
pages

IMD105 91 297 12 216 0.132       0.960
IMD35 87 338 9 179 0.103       0.973
IMD36 72 217 10 134 0.139       0.954
IMD129 75 209 8 131 0.107       0.962
IMD132 152 230 5 184 0.033       0.978
IMD125 93 164 6 134 0.065       0.963

IMD41 98 185 8 129 0.082       0.957

IMD112 30 62 20 46 0.667       0.677

IMD122 33 71 21 45 0.636       0.704

IMD66 56 144 16 107 0.286       0.889
IMD17 53 206 21 89 0.396       0.898
IMD8 45 135 18 82 0.400       0.867

H
ig

h
Lo

w

Table 2. Clustering of the 12 courses based on the Classifier algorithm

Cluster ID      Course ID                        CCA  Evaluation

I IMD105 High Activity LMS with updates followed by users
I IMD36 High Activity LMS with frequent educator updates that are not followed by users
II IMD132 High Activity LMS with Static content, frequently updated and followed by users
II IMD41 High Activity LMS with static content, frequently updated but poorly followed by users
III IMD112 Garbage course or Forum with updates- Need for further evaluation
III IMD122 Abandoned course of dynamic content left to open view
IV IMD66 Course of poor static content that still contains information followed by users (or forced to

follow)
IV IMD8 Abandoned course of poor static content occasionally followed by curious users

Table 3. Clustering of the 12 courses based on the classifier algorithm

IF Interest < a* Avetage(Interest) THEN
                 IF UniquePages > Average(UniquePages)
                 THEN “Improve Quality”
              ELSE IF Interest > b*Average(Interest) THEN “Add Content”
                            ELSE “Add Content and Improve Quality”
ELSE IF UniquePages < AVG(UniquePages)

Figure 2. First Suggestion rule
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Additional course quality improvements are suggested if Interest is less than b*Average(Interest), where b is a coefficient
parameter. Finally, if Interest is more than the a*Average(Interest), and the number of the Unique Pages is less than the
Average(Unique Pages), then there is a slight need for new content addition.

The next suggestion rule (Figure 3), applies the Enrichment metric. A low Enrichment value means that users do not visit course
pages due to the lack of course content updates. If Enrichment value of a course is less than c*Average(Enrichment), where c
is a coefficient parameter, then the algorithm suggests that it would be a good practice for the author to update course content,
so as to motivate users to re-visit his/her course.

IF Enrichment<c* Average(Enrichment) THEN
                “Update the course content”

Figure 3. Second Suggestion rule

Algorithm’s a, b and c coefficient parameters range between 0 and 1. In order to accurately calibrate the coefficient parameters,
the algorithm first applied to a reduced set of LMS courses. Course selection was performed based on best and worst case LMS
courses, using UPCS ranking. Then a value was calculated by using best to worst course Interest deviation value. b coefficient
value is the average best to worst course Interest value and c was calculated as the median value of the first k LMS courses
based on UPCS ranging, where k =5:

c = median (Interesti )- k* N* 0.0001 (5)

where N is the total number of LMS courses and k the number of selected courses with maximum UPCS ranking values.

5.2.1 Application of suggestion algorithm
This experiment had two goals: To determine suitable values for a, b, c parameters and to test the two suggestion rules of the
algorithm with respect to their impact on improving the course quality.

The first stage of the algorithm was the ranking of the courses. Table 7, due to space limitation, displays the results for the
courses in ranking positions 1-5, 21-39, using the UPCS metric. The ranking of the courses is based on: first UPCS, then
Enrichment and then Interest values.

Based on the aforementioned metrics, the courses were classified using the following three steps:

1. Course ranking step: primarily, course evaluation was considered using the UPCS value and LMS courses were ranked in
descending order.

2. First suggestion rule step: The first suggestion rule is used in order to evaluate course content in terms of interest as
expressed by course users and provides the appropriate suggestions to the instructors, related to the quantity and the quality
of their course educational content.

3. Second suggestion rule step: Course content is examined in depth in order to express whether users are satisfied from what
they see or course content seems confusing or complex to the end user. Enrichment metric was used to identify courses with
poor or rich educational material confirmed by users and provides suggestions for possible course updates.

In order to perform the final two stages of the algorithm, the coefficient parameters values were firstly calculated. According to
the experiment outcome, the values for a, b, c parameters were 0.9, 0.6 and 0.95 respectively.

The second goal of the experiment was to test the suggestion rules by showing them to the course instructors and receive
verification feedback on the suggestion accuracy. When instructors applied the proposed suggestions, their courses improved
in UPCS ranking position.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The proposed method uses existing techniques in a different way to perform LMS usage analysis. It uses the enrichment,
homogeneity and interest metrics. It presents the clustering of students and courses. It uses two algorithms for course
classification and suggestion actions.
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1 IMD105 91 297 11 216 0,694 0,963
2 IMD132 152 230 7 184 0,339 0,970 * *
3 IMD35 87 338 8 179 0,743 0,976
4 IMD36 72 217 7 134 0,668 0,968 -
5 IMD125 93 164 6 134 0,433 0,963 *
21 IMD120 38 80 3 46 0,525 0,963 -
22 IMD112 30 62 6 46 0,516 0,903 -
23 IMD122 33 71 7 45 0,535 0,901 -
24 IMD9 26 105 12 42 0,752 0,886
25 IMD115 10 73 12 42 0,863 0,836 *
26 IMD60 22 43 5 40 0,116 0,884 *
27 IMD64 22 47 7 39 0,149 0,851 -
28 IMD50 22 46 7 38 0,152 0,848 - *
29 IMD114 28 42 4 34 0,095 0,905 * *
30 IMD80 14 38 7 34 0,184 0,816 - *
31 IMD23 30 38 4 32 0,105 0,895 * *
32 IMD96 20 31 5 30 0,161 0,839 * * *
33 IMD10 17 61 8 28 0,131 0,869
34 IMD134 25 27 4 27 0,148 0,852 * *
35 IMD21 11 25 8 24 0,560 0,680 *
36 IMD130 12 30 5 22 0,600 0,833 - *
37 IMD67 18 23 4 22 0,217 0,826 * * *
38 IMD49 14 23 5 21 0,391 0,783 * *
39 IMD15 11 24 7 20 0,542 0,708 - *
Average of all courses 7,25 68,41 0.55 0.892

Position        Course      Sessions      Pages     Unique      UPCS      Interest    Enrich
             ID       pages            ment

     Automated Suggestions
    Add         Improve
   new          content      Update
content       quality

Table 7. Processed e-learning data for 39 courses

It has the following advantages: (1) It is independent of a specific LMS, since it is based on the Apache log files and not the LMS
platform itself. Thus, it can be easily implemented for every LMS. (2) It uses new metrics in order to facilitate the evaluation of
each course in the LMS and the instructors to make proper adjustments to their course educational material. (3) It uses two
algorithms for analyzing LMS data, classifies the courses and suggests the proper actions to the educators.

Feedback about the method was received by the educators. The educators were informed about the indexing results along with
abstract directions on how to improve their courses. Most of them increased the quality and the quantity of their educational
material. They increased the quality by reorganizing the educational material with a uniform, hierarchical and structured way.
They also improved the quantity by embedding additional educational material. By updating educational material, both quality
and quantity were increased. A major outcome through the process of informing the educators about the results was that the
ranking of the courses constitutes an important motivation for the educators to try to improve their educational material.
Because of their mutual competition, they want their courses to be highly ranked. A few educators complained that their courses
organization does not assist them to have high final scores in the ranking list. They argued that for example the metric interest
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is heavily influenced by the number of web pages used to organize the educational material. Thus, courses that have all their
educational material organised in few pages have low interest score. They were asked again to re-organize the material for each
course in the LMS according to the order they are taught, in order to facilitate the use by the students.

It should be mentioned that even if the scope of the method is on LMS platforms and educational content, it can be easily
adopted in other web applications such as e-government, e-commerce, e-banking, blogs etc. Furthermore, enrichment, homogeneity
and interest metrics may also be used for example by e-government applications, since enrichment shows how much information
is handed over to the end user, homogeneity characterizes the percentage of information independently discovered by each
user and interest indicates whether users are pleased  with the material of the site and do not log out.
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ABSTRACT: When high-resolution, copyrighted photographic images are displayed on the Internet, they must be protected
from being copied by screen capture or by file. HTML and a Web browser alone do not provide protection, e .g., screen capture
by a standalone program can not be prevented. This paper describes a Java system that provides copy protection for Internet
display of photographic images organized into albums. Included is protection aga inst image file copy and against effective
screen capture. The system involves three software components, two used by an administrator to build albums and a one used
by client viewers. The system supports any number of albums, provides image annotation, zooming, and searching, requires
no server-side software, maintains client privacy, and, using Java Web Start, does not require clients to install any software
locally. The system is being used to maintain albums of noncommercial high-resolution historical and contemporary photos.
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1. Introduction

Most photographic images displayed on the Internet require no copy protection, either because they are in the public domain
or because they are low resolution and a copied image is of little value. High resolution, copyrighted images do require copy
protection. An image potentially can be copied two ways: by screen capture and by coping the image file, e.g., by URL. Screen
capture in some form is always possible since it requires only a screen capture program. Whether file copy is possible depends
on the image display client/server software.

The fundamental issue with screen capture is that is can not be prevented by any client software technique. A standalone screen
capture program can not be prevented from accessing video memory. To protect a high resolution image, the capture must be
made ineffective using one or more of the following techniques:

a) Do not display the image in high resolution at all. Display it only in low resolution. This is probably the most common
technique, but it prevents a viewer from evaluating the full quality of the image.

b) Display the image at high resolution but add disfigurement, e.g., text, geometrical pattern, or visible watermark, that practically
can not be edited out. Too much disfigurement, though, may be unacceptable to viewers.
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c) Display only part of the image at a time. This technique may not fully protect the image since multiple captured, partial images
could potentially be combined to produce the full image.

The fundamental issue with file copy is how the client software accesses image files. There are two possibilities;

a) A custom client/server protocol, e.g., Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) or a custom TCP/IP socket protocol, is used to
transfer images from the server directly into client dynamic memory. This fully protects image files because they can be accessed
only by the custom protocol and software, e.g., not by Web browser. This technique, though, requires custom software on the
server as well as the client, which might not be possible. It might be that only standard Web services are available on the server.

b) URLs are used to access image files from a standard Web server. The URLs must be protected, i.e., not available to viewers,
since if they were not, viewers could copy the image files directly from the server with a Web browser. HTML therefore can not
be used to provide the URLs, since they would be directly in the HTML and viewable with a Web browser. Even if the “save
image” feature of the Web browser were disabled, a viewer could get images from the browser’s cache, or a viewer could use
custom software, rather than a Web browser, to download image files.

Another issue is image zoom. It might be desirable to display high-resolution images in a much lower resolution screen area but
give viewers the ability to zoom in, to evaluate image quality. Since screen capture can not be prevented, this zooming would
enable a dedicated viewer to construct the high resolution photo from multiple zooms and screen captures, if the zooms were not
disfigured. Since the full photo is already displayed in low screen resolution, it would not make sense to disfigure it, but it would
make sense to disfigure the zooms.

2. Past Work and Current State

As early as 1998 [1], it was proposed that a Web browser plugin be used to deliver information securely over the Internet.
Though the original focus was on documents and secure communication rather than protection of images, the browser plugin
concept applies to images for both screen capture protection and image file protection. Various techniques for visual watermarking
have been proposed [2, 3, 4]. These watermarks are designed to distort the image as little as possible while being difficult or at
least tedious to remove. To minimize image distortion, the pixels in the watermarked areas must depend on the original image
pixels. The watermark does not completely hide the original image in the watermarked areas. The point of view is that the viewer
has access to only that one image, so the watermark must simultaneously protect the image while not distorting it too much.
Whether the watermark can be removed successfully depends on the watermarking technique and the image itself, e.g., to what
extent it has regions free of details [4]. Because the watermark pixels reflect the original image pixels, the watermark pixels might
be used to recover, or at least attempt to recover, the original image.

The development [5, 6] of object removal algorithms and their incorporation in commercial photo editing programs has made
effective visible watermarking more difficult. These algorithms can, depending on the image and region, remove even large
objects in a single operation. The algorithms may make use only of pixels outside the region [5], so they might be effective
against even complex image disfigurement. The algorithmically-constructed pixels in the region will not match those of the
original (not disfigured) image, but this may not be apparent to someone not familiar with the original image. The algorithm work
suggests that to make object removal apparent and protect the image, any disfigurement must, regardless of complexity, be
spatially thick. This is demonstrated later in this paper.

3. Approach and System Requirements

The Java system described in this paper is an extension of the Web browser plugin concept combined with dynamic, opaque,
zoom-dependent, size-selectable disfigurement of displayed images. This approach is distinctive as follows:

a) No custom plugin is required. The only plugin required is the Java plugin and Java Web Start, which are typically installed on
computers. The viewer program, started by Java Web Start, provides the screen capture protection and file copy protection.

b) Image disfigurement is applied only when the image is maximized or zoomed. Images are displayed with no disfigurement at
an initial resolution and disfigured only when the viewer maximizes the image or zooms in. A viewer is not immediately presented
with a disfigured image, since this may repel some viewers. When an image is zoomed, the viewer can, by scrolling across the
image, view all of it in detail even in the presence of the disfigurement.
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c) The disfigurement completely hides the image in the disfigurement areas. The disfigurement does not depend on the image
pixels. and the disfigured pixels can not be used to recover the original image, even if multiple images with the same disfigurement
are available. The disfigurement also can be made as large as desired, to better protect against object removal filters.

d) All protection features are configurable, and images are viewable as albums with full search capability.

The system protects against screen capture and file copy and does not require custom server-side software, client software
installation, or administrator programming, The specific system requirements were the following:

a) The only software required on the server must be a standard Web server.

b) The only installed software required on a client’s desktop must be a Web browser and the Java runtime, including the Java
browser plugin.

c) The client program must work with any Web browser and operating system, by using Java features only.

d) An administrator must be able to build and deploy photo albums to a server entirely by running programs, without writing any
software, including scripts.

e) An administrator must have control, by option selection, of image screen capture protection, including initial image display
resolution, whether images can be maximized, whether images can be zoomed, and the type of image disfigurement, if any. If
disfigurement and zoom are both enabled, the disfigurement must be applied to zoomed images. If disfigurement and image
maximize are both enabled, the disfigurement must be applied to maximized images.

f) A client user must not be able to copy a photo by file URL. Image URLs must be kept hidden and images must be saved only
in dynamic memory.

g) An administrator must be able combine albums together into separate groups, e.g., put albums with historical photos into one
group and albums with contemporary photos into another group. It also must be possible to put an album in multiple groups and
to password protect a group.

h) An administrator must be able to specify the resolution of all image files in an album, and it must be possible to use different
image resolutions for different albums.

i) A displayed photo must have annotation information, and a client user must be able to select photos by specifying annotation
criteria. This search must span all albums in a viewing group.

j) A client user must be able to run a slide show of photos.

4. System Design

Figure 1 shows the system schematically. There are three system components:

a) Photo Manager program. An administrator runs this Java Swing GUI program to put photos into albums, define annotation for
photos, and upload albums to a Web server by FTP.

b) Album Group Builder program. An administrator runs this non-GUI Java program to build an album group file and corresponding
Java Network Launcher Protocol (JNLP) file. Each group file specifies albums viewable as a group; each JNLP file is the Java
Web Start file for viewing that group. An administrator uploads these files to the Web server.

c) Viewer program. A client user runs this Swing GUI program to view an album group. The user specifies the album group JNLP
file by URL in a Web browser, e.g., http://server.com/albums.jnlp. Java Web Start downloads the program specified in the JNLP
file to the client’s computer and starts program execution. From the Web server the program obtains the album group file
specified in the JNLP file and the corresponding albums, and enables the user to select and view them.

4. Photo Manager Program

The Photo Manager program uses the Java Image Management Interface (JIMI) for image operations. All user functionality is
available by GUI operations; no programming is required. The administrator puts photos into albums by specifying annotation
such as location and topic; an album is a query to a custom database to retrieve photos that match specified annotation criteria.
A photo can be in any number of albums. To build an album for Internet viewing, the user selects the parameters for the Internet
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Figure 1. System Schematic

<?xml version= “1.0”?>
<!DOCTYPE albumGroup SYSTEM “albumgroup.dtd”>
<albumGroup>

 <name> usaphotos </name>
 <dbPath> c:\apps\bpm </dbPath>
 <codebase> http://www.bluemontsw.com/ </codebase>
 <vendor> Willis L. Boughton </vendor>
 <viewSize> 0.75 </viewSize>
 <maxViewSize> 700 </maxViewSize>
 <canMaximize> true </canMaximize>
 <password> xyz123 </password>
 <copyrightMsg> Copyright % Willis L. Boughton </copyrightMsg>
 <copyProtectMark>

   <labelMark>
    <text> Copyrighted </text>
    <stroke> 3 </stroke>
    <relFontSize> 0.1 </relFontSize>
    <count> 2 </count>
    <xPos> 0.0 </xPos>
    <yPos> 0.0 </yPos>

   </labelMark>
 </copyProtectMark>
 <album>

   <name> America </name>
   <useMark> true </useMark>
   <zoomable> true </zoomable>

 </album>
 <album>

   <name> FSA-OWI Website </name>
   <useMark> false </useMark>
   <zoomable> true </zoomable>

 </album>
</albumGroup>

Figure 2. Sample Album Group Definition File
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album and clicks a build button. Among the parameters are image resolution, thumbnail resolution, thumbnail annotation, and
image ordering. The program uses JIMI to build all images in a folder on the administrator’s computer. To upload an album, the
administrator specifies the FTP parameters and clicks an upload button. For each album the program uploads the thumbnail
image files for all photos, the image files for all photos, and the annotation information for all photos. The annotation information
is in a custom binary file. For each album the program also uploads an empty index.html file into the specified Web server folder.
This is done to prevent image file access by Web browser; see the URL security section of this paper.

6. Album Group Builder Program

Input to this program is an album group definition file specifying albums viewable as a group and information required for a
matching JNLP file. The definition file is in XML format. Figure 2 shows a sample definition file, and Table 1 describes the fields.
For each definition file the program writes an album group binary file and matching JNLP file. These files are uploaded to the
server by FTP. Figure 3 shows the JNLP file that matches the Figure 2 definition file. The resources fields in the JNLP file specify
the Java version, the memory required by the client viewer program, and the name of the client program file, bpmviewer.jar. The
JNLP application-desc fields are the two input parameters to the client program. They are the root URL on the Web server for
images and the name of the album group file. The full URL for the album group file is the root URL plus the album group file name.
This URL is derivable from the JNLP file, which has consequences discussed in the URL security section of this paper.

<?xml version=’1.0' encoding=’UTF-8’ ?>
<jnlp spec=’1.0’ codebase=’http://www.bluemontsw.com/’
href=’usaphotos.jnlp’>
<information>
   <title> Photo Album Viewer </title>
   <vendor> Willis L. Boughton </vendor>
</information>
<resources>
   <j2se version=’1.5+’ initial-heap-size=’256M’ max-heap-size=’384M’/>
   <jar href=’bpmviewer.jar’ main=’true’/>
</resources>
<application-desc main-class=’viewer.Viewer’>
   <argument> http://www.bluemontsw.com/ </argument>
   <argument> usaphotos.bpm </argument>
</application-desc>
</jnlp>

7. Viewer Program

The Viewer is a standalone program executed by Java Web Start. The user starts the program by entering a URL in a Web
browser, but the program executes in its own window, separate from the Web browser. Figure 4 is a screen capture of the Viewer
displaying a high-resolution photo with no disfigurement. The program executes with Java applet security; it has no access to
the local filesystem or clipboard and can only read files from the Web server that supplied the viewer program. There are no
privacy issues for the user. The program obtains all images from the Web server by HTTP. Image files are read directly into
dynamic memory, and the user has no access to image files. When the user selects an album, the program obtains the thumbnails
for all photos from the server and displays them in user-selectable tabbed pages. To display a photo the user double-clicks the
thumbnail, which opens the full image in a dialog window. The dialog window has buttons for moving to the next or previous
photo and starting a slide show at the photo. Depending on how the administrator defined the album group, the dialog also may
have buttons for maximizing the image display size and resizing it, and the user may be able to zoom and scroll an image. The user
always can select how the photos are ordered, can select a set of photos by tag matching from the currently-viewed album, and
can do a search with “*” wildcards across all albums in the group. Figure 5 shows an example of a search, in which the user is
selecting only photos taken in Illinois in the year range 1940 through 1960. The Viewer uses multiple threads to maximize
responsiveness. The user can display a full image while thumbnails of other images are being loaded, and double-buffering is

Figure 3. Sample JNLP File
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used to retrieve each full image. When a photo is displayed, the program starts retrieving the next one, so it may be immediately
displayed when the user clicks next. Annotation values which are common to all photos in an album and which more appropriately
belong in the album’s name are excluded from the displayed annotation for all photos in that album, to avoid repetition. For
example, if all photos in an album were taken by the same person, that person’s name does not appear in any image annotation
for that album.

Field Count Description
name     1 The name for the Album Group file and JNLP file
dbPath     1 The folder containing the Photo Manager database
codebase     1 The JNLP codebase, which specifies the server folder containing the Viewer

program
Vendor     1 The name displayed when Java Web Start starts the viewer.

The initial maximum dimension of the image display window, as a fraction
viewSize 0 or 1 of the screen size, defaulted to 0.5. Images displayed larger than this

(maximized) or zoomed in this window are disfigured if disfigurement is
specified.
The maximum dimension of the image display window, in pixels, defaulted

maxViewSize 0 or 1 to 700. If this value results in a size less than viewSize, it overrides
viewSize.

canMaximize 0 or 1 If true, the viewer can maximize the image display window. If false, the
maximum window size is set by viewSize and maxViewSize.

password 0 or 1 A password enabling a viewer to override the canMaximize setting..
copyrightMsg 0 or 1 A copyright message to be displayed at the bottom right corner of

displayed images, defaulted to none
copyProtectMark 0 or 1 A disfigurement to be displayed , in gray color, on each image. The options

are a labelMark, the default, or a geometricalMark.
A text mark with a specified text, line stroke, repeat count, font size relative
to the image display window, and relative position in the image display

labelMark 0 or 1 window. If either position is zero, the text is centered in the image display
window. If the repeat count is 1, the text is drawn once in gray. If it is 2, the
text is drawn twice, once in gray and once in black, slightly offset.

geometriclMark 0 or 1 A specified number of ellipses drawn on images, either outward from the
center or inward from the edge, with a specified stroke.

album             1 or more An album, consisting of name in the Photo Manager database, whether a
copyProtectMark should be used, and whether the album images are
zoomable.

8. Image Disfigurement

Figure 6 shows the three disfigurement options: text, outer elliptical marks, and inner elliptical marks. The font size, stroke size,
position, and repeat count can be specified for the text, and the stroke size and number of lines can be specified for the elliptical
marks. The magenta text in the bottom right corner is the optional copyright label. Figure 7 shows the effectiveness of a large and
thick text disfigurement against the object removal filter of a commercial photo editing program. On the left is the original,
disfigured image, and on the right is the image with the disfigurement removed with the filter. The removal was done in one
operation by selecting the entire disfigurement. The filter effectively removes the disfigurement in the region with no features
(sky) but severely distorts the regions with features (fence and building). Similar distortion occurs when only the disfigurement
on the building is removed.

9. Image URL Security

A Viewer user can not obtain image file URLs from the program itself since they are not displayed and there is no HTML. This

Table 1. Album Group Definition Fields
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Figure 4. Viewer Program Screen Capture

Figure 5. Sample Multi-Album Search

Figure 6. Disfigurement Options

does not, however, fully protect the URLs. The complicating issues are:
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a) If the URL for a Web server folder is entered in a browser, it will display a file listing for that folder if it does not contain an
index.html file. If a Viewer user could obtain the URL for a Web server folder that contains images but does not contain an
index.html file, he could get the image files by a save directly from the browser’s file listing. The Viewer user needs to know only
the folder URL, not the image URLs.

b) The URL of an album group file is known to all clients from the JNLP file, as described previously. A Viewer user can download
this file by entering the URL in a browser and doing a save. All contents of the album group file that identify image folders
therefore must be unreadable. If they were not, a user could combine these folder names with the root URL on the server to
obtain the image folder URLs.

c) A Viewer user could obtain the image URLs by using a proxy server that displays the HTTP requests.

Figure 7. Disfigurement Removal with Photo Editing Filter

The system addresses these issues as follows:

a) The administrator uses long, password-like names for the image folders on the server, to minimize the chance of a Viewer user
obtaining a folder URL by guess alone. In addition, when the Photo Manager uploads an album it uploads an empty index.html
file into the folder containing the images. Even if a Viewer user were able to obtain the image folder URL, the browser would
display only an empty Web page, not the folder listing and image file names. The Photo Manager also uploads an empty
index.html file into the server root folder, if the folder does not already contain an index.html file. This prevents a Viewer user from
entering the root URL in the browser and seeing folder names from the browser file listing. This is a secondary protection, since
even if a user obtains the folder names, the index.html files in the image folders prevent the browser from displaying image file
names.

b) Server folder names in the album list file are encrypted.

c) The HTTP connections for reading images are opened with the Java “no proxy” parameter, which forces direct connections
even if a proxy is being used.

10. Use

The system is being used to maintain a database of several thousand noncommercial photos, with a few hundred available on
the Internet. They are arranged in multiple groups, each generally consisting of multiple albums. The image files have resolution
of 2000 or more pixels in the larger dimension, higher than typically used on the Web. Albums containing images in the public
domain are viewable full screen, at full resolution, zoomable, without disfigurement. Copyrighted images are viewable in a
combination of limited resolution, no zoom, and disfigurement, depending on the album group. A group of two example albums,
one of public domain photos and another of copyrighted photos, is at http://www.bluemontsw.com/usaphotos.jnlp.
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1. Introduction

World Wide Web is a global information sharing and communication system made up of three standards: Uniform Resource
Identifier (URL), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) developed by Tim Berners-Lee
to effectively store, communicate and share different forms of information [1]. The information is provided over the web in text,
image, audio and video formats using HTML, considered unconventional in defining and formalizing the meaning of the context.
Currently most of the data over the web (or attached to web applications) is not well structured; it is easy to go for scattered
extensive information by looking into bookmarked web pages but quite difficult to extract a piece of needed (particular)
information. HTML documents are formatted such that these cannot be processed semantically because these are only available
in unstructured readable format. This deficiency leads to the problems of intelligently searching, extracting, maintaining,
uncovering and viewing the knowledge based information over the web. Moreover deficiency becomes the major cause of
some semantic oriented problems e.g. Meta data extraction. There is a current need to have an approach which can publish data
over the web not only readable but also in machine understandable and processable formats.

Most of the search engines are promising enough as they require excessive manual pre-processing e.g. designing a schema,
cleaning raw data, manually classifying documents into taxonomy and manual post processing e.g. browsing through large
result lists with too many irrelevant items [11]. Furthermore some search engines and screen scrapers are also there but are
insufficient in creating a rich multi domain information environment [2]. Such search engines use full text query to search
information but can only return unstructured contents not the actual structured information stored in the attached database
whereas screen scraper extracts and reassembles fragments from the web pages.

To increase data integration and interoperability over the web the concept of “Web Service” was introduced [28, 51, 52]. Initially
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due to their dynamic nature the web services became very popular in industry in very little time but later on an enormous
increase in the number of web services with end-to-end service authentication, authorization, data integrity and confidentiality
problems were identified which are still alive and not handled by existing web technologies [53].

If the data will be structured over the web only then it will improve the process of search, extraction and maintenance of
particular information over the web. As an advanced version of Web, Web 2 was introduced [1] to improve interactive information
sharing, interoperability and user centred design web application development. Later on Web 2 was also updated to a new
concept Web 3. The concept of Web 3 is to transform Web (online data) into a database to provide accessibility of the contents
by multiple non browser applications [19]. Continuing the streak of advancement in existing web and to cope with the currently
existing web problems: Information filtration, security, confidentiality and augmentation of meaningful contents in mark-up
presentation, the concept of “Semantic Web” (SW) was proposed by Tim Berners Lee [3] (renowned as the modified version of
Web3).

SW is a mechanism for presenting information over the web in such a form so that humans as well as machines can understand
the semantic of the context. It is a linked mesh of information which could be processed [5]. The aim of SW is to produce
technologies and domain specific languages capable of reasoning on semi structured information [4]. SW is an intelligent
conception and advancement in World Wide Web to collect, manipulate and annotate information independently by providing
effective access to the information. It provides categorization and uniform access to the resources and advances the
transformation of World Wide Web into semantically modelled knowledge representation systems with a common framework
which allows data to be shared and reused [7]. It also gives the concept of semantic based web services for dynamic composition
of service based applications. SW research depends on a number of key methodologies: Knowledge Representation Languages
and Reasoning Algorithms [32]. Currently SW is standing on a very important building block of Ontology [6], aims of structuring
data into processable semantic models [8], as the collection of interrelated semantic oriented concepts (see section 2).

One of the most recent developments is the integration of SW concepts in agent and multi agent based (communication) system
development. Some agent based SW systems have been developed using SW technologies. A new SW specific language i.e.
Meta-language of the agent (AgentML), is also introduced to formulate the agent by discussing its (agent) components [54].
Agents together with SW can provide many practical online benefits e.g. web indexing agents can turn documents into formal
knowledge, personal agents can be used for reservations (e.g. holiday’s trips. doctor appointments etc.), multi agent system can
be used to build and maintain additional Linked data sets etc [55].

The ultimate goal of semantic web is to structure the meaningful contents of unstructured published data over web to take
advantage in improving the data extraction processes [3] and to involve knowledge management in creating an advanced
knowledge modeled management systems. Without a doubt SW has contributed in the progress of web but still there are some
limitations and due to them SW is not currently successful in attaining the actual goal of completely structuring the information
over the web making advanced knowledge modelled system. The need is to enhance the existing semantic web technologies and
proposition of new domain specific languages for better SW application development because all the theories can be fruitful if
the implementation is possible.

The remainder of this review paper is organized as follows: targeting the challenges of implementing a SW application capable
of providing semantic based search to extract desired information from attached repositories over the web; ontology is explored
and discussed in section 2. Section 3 presents some ontology (domain) specific languages and section 4 describes some
example of SW applications. Section 5 provides some limitations and section 6 conclusions.

2. Ontology

Ontology is the explicit representation and description of already available finite sets of terms and concepts used to make the
abstract model of a particular domain. Ontology has become a favorite subject for different research communities e.g. computer
science, philosophy, bioinformatics, knowledge engineering & management, natural language processing, information retrieval,
cooperative information systems and information incorporation etc., because of its interdisciplinary nature [9]. With variability
in its usage, ontology has different definitions with respect to the different fields e.g. in computer science it is defined as the
combination of concepts and relationships for domain modelling [37], in philosophy it is known as the study of “what there is”
[38], or a mathematical formulation of properties and relationships of certain entities [39], and so on.
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Ontology is known as the major building block of SW to structure data in machine processable semantic based models for
knowledge base systems implementation. Ontology has two kinds of representation schemes i.e. informal and formal [40].
Informal representation method provides broad range of entities and relations (object, attribute, value triples) whereas formal
representation method is based on family of description logics [41]. Ontology produces the abstract modeled representation of
already defined finite sets of terms and concepts involved in intelligent information integration and knowledge management [9].
It is basically categorized in three different categories: Natural Language Ontology (NLO), Domain Ontology (DO) and
Ontology Instance (OI). NLP provides the relationships between generated lexical tokens of statements based on natural
language [25]. DO models precise domains and OI is to generate automatic object based web pages [9].

Ontologies are constructed and connected to each other in a decentralized manner to clearly express semantic contents and
arrange semantic boundaries to find out required needed information [10]. It is mainly the combination of following elements:
classes, properties, values, relations between classes, restrictions on properties and characteristics of slots e.g. during the
development of natural language search engines (in most of the cases) natural language based information (e.g. queries,
grammar rules, vocabulary etc.) are treated as the input to the ontology construction process, which first parses the text in
nouns and verbs. Nouns are represented as “classes” and verbs as “properties” containing values, relationships with other
properties and some constraints.  Classes are further divided in main and sub class categories maintained in taxonomical
hierarchy. The size of ontology varies due to the increase in number of classes and instances.

Ontologies can be made manually from scratch e.g. by extracting information from web and by merging already existing ontologies
into new ontologies. But this manual process sometimes becomes very complex and time consuming especially when dealing
with a large amount of data. Moreover, to support the process of semantic enrichment reengineering for the building of the web
consisting of Meta data depends on the proliferation of ontologies and relational Meta data. This requires production of Meta
data at high speed and low cost. So in these cases machine learning approaches can be very helpful in generating ontologies
automatically because they provide real time schemes like classification rules, instance based learning, numeric predictions,
clustering, Bayesian networks and decision trees for the generation of ontologies.

Figure Legend.  Six Ontology development activities i.e. Determine Scope, Enumer-
ate Terms, Classify Ontology, Define Classes, Define Properties and Create Instances.

Figure 1. Ontology development activities [12]

Ontology development is an iterative process based on six main activities: Determine Scope, Enumerate Terms, Classify
Ontology, Define Classes, Define Properties and Create Instances as shown in Figure 1. In the beginning of an ontology
development process it is very important to determine the scope otherwise it will be both time and effort consuming [12]. Then
enumerated terms are needed to be identified to classify ontologies within their respective types. Classes and their respective
properties along with their relationships and constraints are defined using identified enumerated terms. In the end only the
instances are created and used. To implement ontology development process some experience, a powerful user friendly ontology
supporting tool and communication between domain experts and developers is required e.g. LibraryWine [12].

3. Ontology Specific Languages

First step in building ontologies is to create the nodes and edges. Once the concepts (nodes) and relationships (edges) of graph
based ontology are constructed then the next step is to quantify the strengths of semantic relationships [11]. Ontologies can be
constructed manually and automatically by using some ontology supporting languages: eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML),
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [5] and Web Ontology Language (OWL); all offer ways of more explicitly structuring
and richly annotating Web pages.

• XML is one of the fundamental contributions towards middleware technologies [13]. It is a markup Meta language which
allows sharing of information between different applications through markup, structure and transformation. As the major
contribution towards semantic web, XML uses Data Type Definitions (DTD) and depends on data types, attributes, both
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internal and external elements structure documents and provide syntax serialization and abbreviation for data modelling [17].
The XML schema restricts the syntax to be only used for the structured documents, because of this XML has two main
problems in process of information extraction; first it is without semantics and second is the arbitrary naming and structuring of
elements [20].

• RDF, a URL based syntax data representation provides a secure and reliable mechanism for the exchange of metadata between
web applications. RDF processes Meta data by making an abstract data model based on three object type attributes: Resource,
Property and Statement [24]. Resource is an expression, property is an attribute to describe a resource and statement is a
resource having some property and value. RDF uses three containers: object bag, sequence, and alternative, to keep multiple
available and alternative values arranged in an order in resources and properties. The “object bag” contains resources, “sequence”
contain resources along with their properties having single or multiple values arranged in order and “alternative” contains
resources having alternate value(s) of a property [18]. RDF provides syntax serialization and abbreviation for RDF data modeling.
Serialized syntax expresses the full capabilities of data modeling in a very regular fashion and abbreviated syntax includes
additional constructs to provide a more compact form in representing a subset of the data model. RDF is more useful than XML
in ontology construction because it provides semantic based features for data including domain independency, vocabulary and
privileges in defining terminologies used in schema language. Furthermore it also provides syntax based on reification (statements
about statements), data types, attributes, nesting, elements, element types, element container and no restrictions in structuring
document like XML. RDF has its own grammar but it is not complete, it relies on the support of XML to fulfill its need. Moreover,
the RDF modeling mechanism is insufficient in expressing various logical statements [17].

• The Web Ontology Language OWL was proposed by the W3C proposal in 2004 [35]. OWL is derived from American DARPA
Agent Markup Language (DAML) [22]. OWL is based on ontology, inference and European Ontology Interchange Language
(OIL) [23], and is intended to be an extension in RDF in expressing logical statements [21]. It provides an Application Programming
Interface (API) for the development of Semantic Web application using ontology [31], influenced by XML Document Object
Model (DOM) [36], can easily be used in any OWL supporting language editor e.g. Protégé 4.  OWL API provides number of
classes and interface for OWL based ontology modeling [34]. It is rich in vocabulary because it not only describes classes and
properties but also provides the concept of namespace, import, cardinality relationship between the classes and enumerated
classes. OWL has some specific limitations like only one “Namespace” per project is allowed, “Import” is not currently
supported, no database backend and Multi-User support and a few OWL Language features are also missing [12].

Using above mentioned ontology specific languages, an extensible and customizable toolset is available i.e. Protégé, for the
construction of ontologies. Protégé is with some excellent features towards automatic generation user-defined and modeled
graphical interfaces for the acquisition of domain instances, extensible knowledge modelling and embedding standalone
applications [12]. Furthermore Protégé provides plug ins acceptability to enhance its functionality e.g. Some new graphical user
interface related features, new visualization libraries, import and export formats etc.

4. Semantic Web Applications

Residing in the domain of Semantic Web many products have been developed and and several approaches have been introduced
by many researchers providing values in the implementation of semantic based applications with use of ontology [26]. Newly
proposed approaches are helping in structuring data over the web to take advantage in implementing efficient web based
information retrieval search mechanism. In this section we are discussing some of the recent SW based approaches e.g.
Semantic Desktop [44], Reisewissen [30], Intelligent Semantic Oriented Agent based Search (I-SOAS) [27, 29] and Meta Data
Search Layer[46].

Semantic Desktop; stepping into user’s mid frame by implementing Personal Information Model (PIM). PIM is designed to
improve the process for the identification of documents and retrieval of required document. The design is based on ontologies
and classes. The relationships of classes and ontologies are predefined and the information can be accessed using RDF graphs.
Four rules based on forward changing principle are defined to retrieve the information. This information is divided into three
parts: author (single or team), relevant project, and relevant solution. The system works in the following way: first query runs
aiming to find out the project and if project is found then it moves to find out the related documents of the project. The proposed
architecture mainly consists of three main components: receiver, interpreter and analyzer. Receiver is used to provide index
services and obtain the information about the structure of indexed files with the help of so called brainFiller. Interpreter first
retrieves information (structure / unstructured) using full text search and then uses so called LiveLink. The contents of obtained
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information is structured with the help of manual annotation and meta data (based on their properties and preferences). As the
last step, the analyzer queries (using Jena inference engine) the created RDF models to infer runs and uses F-Logic to integrate
rules. Authors designed four case scenarios for proposed approach to share searched information: Local Search, Group
Search, Closed Community and Open Community. Local search scenario only deals with the search mechanism and can only be
applied to a personal desktop. Group search can be applied with n particular network domains. Closed community consists of a
number of users having different roles but same topic where as open search consists of users with different roles and different
topics.

Reisewissen is a hotel recommendation engine and travel information system. It provides quality services by semantically
connecting, organizing and sharing the isolated pieces of information by transpiercing to data sources, caching & fetching of
data, transforming data from heterogeneous to RDF models, mapping of ontologies between database and triples, matching
RDF and non RDF based information [30]. Reisewissen is implemented by manually mapping ontologies (RDF models).
Reisewissen identifies potential relevant knowledge sources and provides quality service by semantically connecting, organizing
and sharing the currently isolated pieces of information in an online portal to anticipating customer behavior. The design of
Reisewissen (Figure 2) is composed of three main components: Data Connectors (DC), Evaluation Framework (EF) and
Evaluation Engine (EE). Data connectors are used to provide transparency to data sources and transformation of data from
heterogeneous to common data format (RDF and Java objects), moreover it also provides the caching and fetching of data.
Evaluation Framework is a workbench to test the quality of data and rules by providing functions and filters to map resources
and return result in decisive format (Boolean or float value). Evaluation Engine combines individual filters to rank and filter
information by weighting and yielding the overall score. Information is obtained using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
based web services and stored in both RDF and non RDF formats, which are then matched to find out the desired result. Data
stored in RDF format is based on developed ontologies mapped between database and RDF triples. Moreover Reisewissen uses
Prolog to capture ex-pert’s knowledge which can be formalized and can generate new data by implementing the customer request
in evaluator encapsulated rules. Data is matched semantically by combining data properties to ontology and similarities between
two concepts are determined by distance reflecting their respective positions in hierarchy. As output a list of selected results are
generated to customer.

Figure Legend. Reisewissen hotel recommendation engine consists of three major parts: The data connectors
handling the transparent access to data sources and transformations, the evaluation framework providing
functions (evaluators) to evaluate and filter resources and the actual evaluation engine combining the individual
evaluators to rank and filter a set of hotels as well as yield evaluation results to a customer user interface.

Figure 2. Reisewissen hotel recommendation engine [30]
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I-SOAS is proposed to solve the problems of implementing semantic oriented information models, Meta data extraction and
multiuser access in Product Data Management (PDM) Systems [48]. It provides a flexible multi user graphical interface [49],
intelligent search [50], and knowledge management [45]. Without going into the details of all modules, we discuss only the most
relevant one i.e. intelligent search. The overall job of intelligent search module is divided into five main iterative sequential
steps i.e. Data reading, Tokenization, Parsing, Semantic Modelling and Semantic based query generation [47]. The main
concept behind the organization of these five steps is to first understand the semantic hidden in the context of natural language
based set of instructions and generate a semantic information processable models for the system’s own understanding and
information processing. At first the Data Reader reads and organizes input data from GUI into initial prioritized instructions list.
Then the Data Tokenizer tokenizes instruction one by one, which are then treated by the Data Parser for parsing and semantic
evaluation with respect to the grammar of used natural language. Then the Semantic Modeler filters the irrelevant semantic less
data and generate Meta data based semantic model. Then in the last step the Semantic Based Query Generator is supposed to
generate a new query used for further data storage and extraction of desired result. Following the concepts of semantic web and
ontology construction, authors have created the ontology (Figure 3) using RDF with respect to the structure of proposed
natural language (English) grammar of I-SOAS [42, 43].

Meta Data Layer; a process for Meta data search based on three questions for information extraction: what user needs, where
it lies, and how it can be retrieved. The targeted objective is to identify the location from set of locations contained by a
document and avoid looking into non-specific document. Scalability and efficiency of this approach is determined using
simulation of documented Meta data keywords, location pointers, node connections and node knowledge. The whole process
of identifying target location and search consists of nine procedural steps (Figure 4).

• Select target document from network having at least one keyword.
• Use keywords contained in document for the construction of a search query.
• Start with free node (not already containing any target document).
• Make a record of start node.

Figure Legend. I-SOAS Ontology; Class relationships consists of one main
Class ISOAS, then three sub classes: A, B and C.  All three subclasses contain
their further subclasses and the relationships of this subclass with each other.

Figure 3. I-SOAS Ontology; Class relationships [43]
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• Start node’s knowledge treated as basic knowledge for the selection of other sub nodes.
• If number of nodes is equal to forwarding degree select those nodes.
• If number of nodes is less than forwarding degree select additional nodes.
• If number of nodes is more than equal to for-warding degree select subset of nodes.
• For each selected node, if node contains target document then update connectivity and if it doesn’t then
   continue search using nodes.

Authors have explicitly mentioned that this search mechanism is good but there is still room for improvement in examining the
path length of searches for different and same users characterized by their different query distributions. Moreover regarding the
time to converge to a stable network, this can meet ambiguities and needs to have more realistic simulation using parameters and
distributions.

Other than the mentioned ones, there are also some more beneficial ontology based approaches such as Google translate [54]
join different language processing engines to predict, Bioinformatics related approaches e.g. protein interaction database such
as i-Hop [55] and XplorMed [56].

5. Limitations of Semantic Web; Ontology

The development of ontology driven applications is difficult because of some disadvantages, limitations and principal problems
which are as follows:

• Natural language parsers (used to parse the information to construct the ontology) are limited because they can only work
over a single statement at a time [13].

• Not possible to define the boundaries of ontology based particular domain’s abstract model.

• Not possible to automatically handle the increase in size of ontology (due to the increase in number of classes and instances).

• Creating ontologies manually is a time consuming process which becomes very complex when there is a large amount of data
to create large number of ontologies. To take advantage in creating large number of ontologies by reducing the complexity and
time, an automatic ontology creation mechanism is required. Some mechanisms are already proposed and implemented to create
ontologies automatically but they are in-sufficient and less qualitative. While creating nouns based classes using existing
automatic ontology creation mechanism is automatically possible now, it is quite impossible to identify the possible existing
relationships between classes to draw the taxonomical hierarchy [14]. Furthermore it is also quite impossible to perform automatic
emergence of ontologies to create new ontologies [16].

• Currently available ontology validators are restricted and not capable of validating all kind of ontologies e.g. based on complex
inheritance relationship [53].

• Domain specific ontologies are highly dependent on the domain of the application and because of this dependency domain
specific ontologies contain specific senses which are not possible to find in general purpose ontology [15].

• The process of semantic enrichment reengineering for web development consists of relational meta data required to be
developed at high speed and in low cost depending on proliferation of ontologies, which is currently also not possible.

• Handling the dynamically raised calculations caused by the comparison of big complexities of similar ontologies is also not
possible [16].

• Only one namespace per project is allowed during the ontology creation using OWL [12].

• Import is not currently supported during the ontology creation (using OWL) [12].

• No database backend support is available during the ontology creation (using OWL) [12].

• No multi user support is provided by any ontology supporting language [12].

Regardless of above mentioned limitations, using ontology is beneficial in and tantamount structuring data and implementing
data extraction process for efficient information search.
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We mention here furthermore, that as currently there is no fully automated ontology creation for the web possible, the method
of highly user based structured web pages is also powerful, notably the Wiki movement (www.wikipedia.org) for instance to
structure web pages of different bacterial genomes (e.g. Subti-Wiki, Staph-Wiki). Such approaches are complementary to
automatic semantic web efforts and both profit from each other.

6. Conclusions

Introduction of World Wide Web brought new meaning to information sharing and communication. However advancement in
Data formats made data accessibility much more complex. With the concept of Web Service, a new and innovative filed of
Semantic Web came into being. A review research has been conducted in the field of Semantic Web and its importance has been
elaborated in detail in this paper. In this paper, we have presented a major building block of Semantic Web i.e. Ontology, with
some implementation technologies: XML, RDF and OWL, along with a brief concluding description of some Semantic Web
applications: Semantic Desktop, Reisewissen, I-SOAS and Meta Data Layer.  Furthermore, concluding the research review we
have mentioned some ontology limitations needed to be overcome.
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